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Abstract
Mobile networks have brought the opportunity of using smartphone data to investigate the
challenges of road safety and travel mode choice for sustainable urban mobility. This thesis
adopts the mobile cloud computing (MCC) approach and uses smartphone data to address these
two challenges.
Road safety influences the mode choice between private cars and low-carbon transportation
that usually involves walking and cycling. In this regard, pedestrian collision avoidance is
crucial for both conventional and autonomous vehicles. As dedicated 802.11p-based deviceto-device communication is not readily available on smartphones, collision warning systems
could use a designated mobile app for indirect vehicle-to-pedestrian (V2P) communication and
centrally perform the collision prediction on cloud servers. Vehicular safety applications require
high-frequency beaconing to achieve adequate locational and temporal precisions. In these
situations, power consumption of beaconing can create a bottleneck due to the limited capacity
of smartphone batteries. In addition, cellular network capacity and cloud computation resources
could be limiting factors that require their own city-scale assessments. To address these issues,
this thesis investigates the practicality of smartphone-based V2P collision warning systems by
means of model and prototype evaluations. We need to analyze extent and variations of battery
consumption under different traffic conditions, assuming a situation-adaptive rate control is
used for communication. We also need to examine the network and computation load of the
system and compare them against the capacity and cost of available infrastructures.
Regarding mode choices, a shift from cars to lower-carbon alternatives results in changes
in travel-times, emissions, and physically-active distances. An increased travel-time can be
a barrier against the realization of modal shifts, due to limited daily time-budgets of people.
Despite signiﬁcant development in data collection technologies, there is a limited focus on the
decision-support and developing useful computational frameworks for a time-relevant modal
shift analysis. This thesis aims at developing a prototype of an MCC-based framework that uses
smartphone data to show the extent of changes with modal shifts while taking into account
travel-time changes. Such a framework would involve extracting observed door-to-door trips
from smartphone data, computing realistic low-carbon alternatives to compare with those
observed trips, and ﬁnally estimating the potential changes.
Moreover, due to the nature of urban travel patterns, any proposed method should be
evaluated in realistic scenarios. We seek to acquire realistic trace data of the target cities and
use it to evaluate the proposed frameworks. While the numerical outcomes could differ between
cities, such experimental evaluations should demonstrate the usefulness and practicality of the
methods.
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1 Introduction

Sustainable mobility, among its other elements, requires provision of road-user safety together
with the shift towards lower-carbon modes [1], [2], [3]. In fact, cleaner air and safer traffic
conditions are both among the main benefits that influence the public acceptability of
sustainable mobility [4]. The emerging urban mobility systems should take into account the
traveler’s safety along with the mode choice behavior. Studies show a correlation between road
safety and low-carbon mode choices, mainly because the majority of road fatalities are
pedestrians or cyclists [2], [5]. Real and perceived road safety is one of the factors influencing the
modal choice especially in case of walking and cycling from an origin to a destination as well as
the choice of walking or cycling to access public transport. For instance, a survey in nine
European cities identifies the safety concern as one of the main barriers against choosing cycling
[6]. When travelers are concerned about road safety, they might opt for the safer but highercarbon modes of transport, such as a private car. Moreover, these two challenges of road safety
and mode choice should also focus on the user perspective rather than a system-only perspective
to facilitate achieving sustainable mobility systems.
Studying road safety and travel mode choices requires collecting, communicating and analyzing
fine-grained long-term movement data of travelers. During the past decade, the widespread use
of smartphones together with their ever improving sensors brought the opportunity of using
phone data to understand challenges involved in urban mobility [7], [8]. The increasing capacity
and speed of mobile networks and the availability of affordable cloud computation resources
could enable transmitting periodic high resolution movement data from mobile devices to the
cloud and monitoring urban mobility for long periods. Following the popular mobile cloud
computing (MCC) model [9], [10], the computation, analysis and decision making can be
performed on the cloud servers as much as possible, thus resulting in lighter, less battery
consuming and more user-friendly client-side mobile apps, easier to use on a daily basis. The
results of server-side computation and analysis, depending on the application, can be transmitted
back to users in intervals or on specific events, and also be used for urban mobility research. The
MCC approach is adopted in this dissertation to use smartphone data for the two urban mobility
challenges of road safety and travel mode choices.
Driverless cars and advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS) are among the enablers of nearfuture mobility systems [11]. In this regard, pedestrian collision avoidance is a crucial
requirement as pedestrians are among the most vulnerable road users involved in fatal accidents
[12], [13], [14]. Collision avoidance systems can use advanced cameras and sensors mounted on
vehicles to detect objects and avoid vehicle-to-pedestrian (V2P) collision [13], [15], [16].
However, this approach faces several shortcomings, such as a limited detection range, the
challenge of detecting a person obstructed by other objects referred to as a non-line-of-sight
(NLOS) situation, and a decreased precision of camera-based image recognition at night, in rain,
snow and fog. Therefore, using V2P wireless communication (e.g., Wi-Fi and 4G) has been
proposed to complement sensor-based pedestrian detection. This fusion of sensor-based with
communication-based detection could improve road-safety particularly in NLOS and bad weather
conditions, as wireless communication operates despite the aforementioned challenging
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conditions [17]–[19]. Meanwhile, we need to consider that phones are the main wireless
communication devices carried by travelers. However, the customized 802.11p-based
communication protocols and hardware used in cars are not readily available on smartphones.
At the time of writing the publications of this thesis, previous research had mostly evaluated
dedicated communication methods and devices, while using conventional smartphones was not
extensively studied. Therefore, further study was needed on using smartphone data and
communication for V2P collision warning systems. Such pedestrian road-safety system could use
smartphones with a designated mobile app together with cellular technologies as the only
communication method. This approach naturally leads to a centralized MCC-based system [20],
as device-to-device (D2D) communication, such as LTE Direct, is not yet available in commercial
cellular networks. Although cellular technologies, such as 3G and 4G LTE, are not designed for
vehicular networks, evaluations [21], [22] and experiments [23], [24] show their potential for this
purpose, mainly due to a strong mobility support, high bit-rate and network capacity. On the
vehicle side, some cars are already equipped with cellular connectivity via an on-board SIM card;
otherwise, the driver's smartphone could be used as an alternative.
For road safety applications, constant and high frequency communication is necessary in order
to achieve adequate locational and temporal precision required for collision prediction
calculations [25]. Considering the power consumption of communication, the limited battery
capacity of smartphones can create a bottleneck in realization of pedestrian road-safety systems.
In addition to battery capacity of individual phones, the cellular network capacity and cloud
computation power could be limiting factors that require assessment of their own in a city scale.
Due to above challenges, this thesis aims at investigating the practicality of smartphone-based
V2P collision warning systems. First, we need to study the extent and variations of battery
consumption under different traffic conditions. To this end, we need to investigate the overhead
of a collision warning system on the power consumption of smartphones by adapting the
available methods of power consumption estimation [26]. Similarly, we also need to evaluate the
situation-adaptive rate control [27]–[29] for phone-to-cloud communication to reduce battery
consumption. Second, we need to estimate the related network and computation load of the
system and compare it against the capacity and costs of available infrastructure.
Smartphone data has also shown its potential for understanding mode choices in urban
mobility [30], [31]. In this regard, one of the essential measures for enabling transition to
sustainable urban mobility systems is the modal shift from cars to lower-carbon alternatives (i.e.,
public transport, bike and walk) [4], [32]. Understanding the potential for modal shifts is
important regarding city-level or neighborhood-level decisions on infrastructure or services [33],
[34], [35]. Here, the essential factors to take into account are reducing emissions and increasing
physical activity for travelers [36], [37]. Modal shifts of daily urban trips result in changes in
travel-times, emissions and physically active travel. A key challenge is that increased travel-time
can create a barrier against realization of modal shifts, considering the limited daily time-budgets
of people [38], [39], [40]. The extent of changes in travel-times, carbon emissions and physically
active travel needs to be evaluated separately as well as together with realistic estimations.
Despite significant development in data collection technology, especially by means of
smartphones, there are limited efforts in developing useful computational frameworks for the
purpose of a time-relevant modal shift analysis. Most previous research on the modal shift are
based on reported travel survey data [41], while the potential of using revealed travel behavior
from high-resolution longitudinal smartphone data has not been extensively leveraged. Despite
the key argument of the need for useful computational systems to make decisions about urban
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mobility [42],[43],[44], there is a lack of focus on decision-support perspective. Having above
challenges, this thesis aims at developing a prototype of an MCC-based framework that uses
smartphone data to show extent of potential changes with modal shift while taking into account
travel-time changes. Such framework would involve extracting door-to-door trips from the
smartphone data, computing low-carbon alternatives to compare with those observed trips, and
finally estimating the potential changes.
Moreover, due to the nature of human urban travel patterns, any proposed method should be
evaluated in realistic scenarios and studied considering spatiotemporal variations. For instance,
the trace data of a target urban region would enable evaluating battery consumption of a road
safety system in realistic traffic scenarios. Therefore, in this thesis, we seek to acquire such
realistic travel data and simulate the functionality of a collision warning system within that target
region. The mobile network and computation overheads can also be evaluated within this
process. Similarly, we seek to evaluate the modal shift analysis framework with the trace data of
a target city. While the numerical outcomes could differ depending on the participants involved
as well as the target urban region, such experimental evaluations should demonstrate overall
practicality and usefulness of the methods.

1.1 Research Questions and Scope
The challenges outlined above lead to the following research questions.
RQ1: How practical is it to use a mobile-based V2P collision warning system with mainstream
smartphones, mobile networks and cloud services, rather than dedicated devices and
dedicated communication?
This research question concerns using smartphone position data for urban road-safety. As the
collision warning system uses travelers’ smartphones to communicate their position to cloud
servers, the overhead on phone power consumption should be evaluated. In addition, as the
collision warning system has centralized computation, its overhead on the cloud computation
should be evaluated as well. Finally, we need to study the overhead of the system on mobile
network. This argument leads us to the following four steps for this research question.
How to use situation-adaptive pedestrian-to-cloud (P2C) beaconing to reduce battery
consumption as much as possible yet keep adequate freshness and resolution of position data for
collision prediction? Having such a setup, how to evaluate the extent and variation of phone
battery consumption in relation to traffic and city area? How to estimate the resources required
for a timely collision prediction computation, when the system is used for a whole region? How
to evaluate the mobile network overhead of P2C and cloud-to-phone (C2P) communication,
when the system is used for a whole region?
RQ2: How useful is computing alternative trips based on observed smartphone data to
understand potential modal shifts for daily urban trips?
This research question concerns using smartphone position data for mode choice analyses in
urban low-carbon transportation. First, based on phone trace data, we need to infer the current
travel behavior on the level of door-to-door trips. Secondly, for the inferred observed trips, we
need to compute alternative trips with transportation modes that would result in lower carbon
emissions. Finally, assuming a modal shift to the computed alternatives, we need to evaluate
three important aspects of travel mode choices: travel-time, carbon emission and physicallyactive travel. This argument leads to the following question.
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How to compute the potential of modal shifts based on longitudinal smartphone trace data,
covering both trip-level and aggregated estimation of potentials? Assuming a modal shift
happens, what is the extent and variation of changes in travel time in relation to potentially
achievable emission reductions and physically active travel with the modal shift? What is the
extent and variation of other parameters useful to understand in the context of a modal shift? In
addition to travel-time, carbon emission and physically-active travel, there are other parameters
including modal shifts from non-car modes, modal shift potentials in relation to the weather
context, spatial and temporal coverages depending on the mode, shifted departure time and PT
transfer counts.

1.2 Methodology
The answers to the research questions listed above were found by designing system models,
implementing system prototypes and evaluating the models in practical scenarios using phone
and vehicle trace data. We performed a mobility simulation to obtain realistic vehicle trace data
for the evaluations. In addition, a data collection experiment was arranged to obtain long-term
travel data for the evaluations.
The practicality of a smartphone-based collision warning system in terms of power
consumption, computation load and network load was investigated through the following model
and prototype evaluations. To mitigate the challenge of communication power consumption, we
proposed variable-rate pedestrian-to-cloud messaging based on situation-adaptive beaconing
[27]. We implemented a model that emulates functionality of the proposed adaptive
communication. We fed into the model a two-hour city-wide trace data obtained from a
microscopic mobility simulation based on realistic vehicle traces. The trace data contains the
position, heading and speed of vehicles with a one second temporal resolution. Having this trace
data, the model was used to evaluate phone power consumption depending on surrounding
traffic, location in the city and different daily travel times. Estimation of power consumption was
made based on the state-of-the-art solutions in phone power measurement [26], [45].
Furthermore, we implemented a prototype of the server-side module that performs the beacon
frequency adjustment and collision prediction. To reach a realistic understanding of the
computation load, we ran the prototype on Amazon Web Services (AWS) Elastic Compute Cloud
(EC2) several times using synthesized trace data, covering different conditions, including varying
city sizes, road user populations and densities of road users per km2. We first measured the total
time it took for the prototype to process all the input trace data for the whole city. Then, we
applied the measured execution times into a parallelization model [46] to estimate the
computing resources (how many virtual machines and how many virtual cores) required to run
the system city-wide while meeting the timeliness requirement of this safety application.
We developed a prototype of a modal shift analysis framework that works based on
longitudinal smartphone data. A collection of position data of actual door-to-door trips was given
as input to the prototype. Based on these observed trips, the framework uses OpenTripPlanner
(OTP) [47] to compute realistic alternative trips with different transportation modes. We
compared the computed trips with observed trips and continued with an analysis on the extent
and variation of possible modal shifts. To test the framework, we first arranged an experiment for
collecting long-term high-resolution position data in Helsinki metropolitan region (HMR). For this
purpose, we used an open-source Java-based app that volunteers install on their phone [48]. We
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evaluated usefulness of the framework by testing it with the collected travel data and presented
the outcomes from various temporal and spatial viewpoints.

1.3 Contributions
This thesis summarizes four publications addressing the stated research questions. The
contributions of the publications are described below.
Publication I explains the V2P collision warning system that uses cellular network for
communication and employs mainstream smartphones rather than dedicated hardware. This
paper proposes an adaptive communication approach to reduce phone battery consumption.
Adaptive beaconing for vehicular networks has been studied before, however, for the purpose of
avoiding network congestion. The aim of this paper is to employ situation-adaptive beaconing for
the purpose of reducing unnecessary power consumption on pedestrian phones. To adjust the
beaconing frequency, the proposed model also considers the vehicular traffic surrounding the
pedestrian together with the timing requirements of collision avoidance.
Publication II examines the extent and variation of power consumption in realistic vehicular
traffic scenarios throughout a city, by applying a model of adaptive beaconing to realistic vehicle
traces of a target city. Based on the developed model, this paper also evaluates practicality of the
system in terms of overhead on a 4G mobile network. We also implement a prototype of serverside computation to be able to measure execution times. Having this prototype, we estimate the
required cloud computing resources and costs involved to meet timeliness requirements. The
results conclude that battery lifetime on average is practical for the target city, especially for
areas outside a city center, although the results may vary between cities. Even in the most traffic
dense city areas, the cellular network infrastructure with commercial LTE base stations is capable
of handling the additional network load of such road-safety systems.
Publication III proposes, explains and tests a computational framework for an analysis of mode
choices and time-relevant modal shifts. To this end, we integrate a method to compute
alternative realistic door-to-door trips based on the origin, destination and other characteristics
of the observed travel data. Each alternative is computed with a different low-carbon
transportation mode (i.e., PT, bike and walk). Next, we describe our implementation of a module
that compares the alternatives and performs an exploratory analysis.
Publication IV extends the computational framework prototype to enable an analysis of travel
time change, carbon reduction and physically active travel that is resulted from shifting to
different alternative modes. This paper provides an analysis on modal-shift potentials and
discussion on their usefulness and implications for transportation and urban planning.

1.4 Structure of the thesis
The rest of the thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 surveys the theoretical background and
state-of-the-art literature. Chapter 3 summarizes the contributions of this thesis. Chapter 4
concludes the thesis followed by the original published papers.
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2 Background and related work

This chapter presents the background and related work for the application scenarios presented in
this thesis. We discuss smartphone position data, collision warning systems and the modal shift
analysis methods. We also discuss the underlying technologies and challenges.

2.1 Position traces and travel data
The potential of using fine-grained sensor-based position data together with cloud computing for
urban mobility applications was outlined in the introduction. In this regard, Lee and Sener [49]
summarize and explain the emerging applications based on pedestrian and cyclist data.
Applications include travel pattern identification, travel demand prediction, and crash exposure
estimation by using the collected data for modeling. Analytical methods can be used on finegrained longitudinal position traces to explore urban mobility challenges. For instance, several
studies [50], [51], [52] use city-wide bus trace data collected at high position resolution using a 1Hz frequency. The data also included additional context information about the time delays
compared to the planned schedule at each bus stop. The authors compare travel times of typical
trips taken during non-peak hours with the ones taken during peak hours. Having the
comparisons, the authors perform a city-level delay distribution analysis to find the combinations
of bus lines, locations and times for which delays occur most regularly. The authors also present
spatial-temporal clustering of bus delays, clustered by a time window during the day and in
different city areas. Furthermore, Duan et al. [52] retrieve daily weather data and include it in the
analysis of factors affecting bus delays. They also conclude that their framework can be applied to
any other city for which similar data is available.
Lee and Sener [49] also discussed challenges involved in this field, most importantly, mode
detection, walking uncertainty and user privacy. Data privacy is an important challenge in
collection of data that involves humans. User privacy has also been more highlighted, for
example, due to introduction of General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) by the EU [53]. The
collected position traces could allow tracking specific movement patterns, reveal identities of
individuals or sensitive locations using methods such as pattern recognition [54],[55]. User
privacy is a particular challenge when position data is obtained at the level of an individual
traveler and less of a concern when position data is collected in a more aggregated manner, such
as at the level of each public transport vehicle. The above-mentioned challenges need to be
addressed in any application that uses stored long-term position data.
Using smartphone data also causes challenges regarding accuracy and noise. As previous
literature has shown, the locational accuracy of collected data points via GPS depends on many
factors, such as the clear sky, phone model, and position of the phone (e.g., in the hand, pocket,
or attached to a vehicle) [56], [57]. For example, an experiment of cycling along a 2.5-km urban
bike track resulted in a maximum inaccuracy of 5 meters in the majority of cases and 20 meters in
the worst-case scenarios [24], [58]. Another experiment of collecting long-term city-wide travel
data concluded that the mean accuracy of all sampled data points was 2.72 meters, and the
mean accuracy per each participant smartphone was 5 meters [59]. Therefore, discarding data
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points and trips that have large noise errors is one of the necessary trade-offs resulting from
using smartphone data collection. On the level of trips and traffic flow, discarding outliers can
also help eliminate noise, as discussed in works such as [60], [61].

2.2 Vehicle-to-pedestrian collision warning systems
Extensive research and development have been done for vehicular networks and their
applications. As the research domain of connected vehicles is quite wide, this section mostly
focuses on the sub-domains involving pedestrians and their safety. Collision avoidance and more
specifically pedestrian collision avoidance is a crucial requirement for driverless cars and
advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS), as pedestrians are among the most vulnerable road
users involved in fatal accidents, with the highest accident exposure happening in urban areas
[12], [13], [62]. In collision avoidance systems, the detection of objects such as pedestrians
surrounding the vehicle is performed using two different classes of approaches: a) Sensor-based
and b) Communication-based.
In the first approach (sensor-based), advanced cameras and/or sensors are mounted on the
vehicle to detect people and avoid vehicle-to-pedestrian (V2P) collisions [13], [15], [16]. Such
sensors include cameras (i.e. imaging sensors with computer vision), RADARs, LASER scanners,
Infrared (IR) or Photonic Mixer Devices (PMD) [13], [15]. However, such safety systems would still
face shortcomings, such as a detection range limited to 100 meters, the difficulty of detecting a
person obstructed by other objects (e.g., cars, trees or building corners) referred to as the nonline-of-sight (NLOS) situation, and a decreased precision of the camera-based image recognition
at night or in rain, snow and fog. Similarly, cameras and sensors have difficulty in seeing or
sensing the other side of a hilly road [63], [64], [15]. An example scenario is a case that the
system is unable to detect the risk in time when a pedestrian steps on the road from behind of a
parked vehicle or from an intersection corner where the line-of-sight is blocked by a building. In
these scenarios, it is also more difficult for the driver to notice the pedestrian in time and avoid
the accident. Deploying sensors on the road-side to cover obstructed spots is an expensive
approach [13] and only practical in limited scenarios, such as a Cooperative ITS Corridor [65].
Moreover, studies show a higher probability of severe accidents in wet road conditions and in
near zero temperatures, which are also more often associated with a decreased line-of-sight [14].
Considering the above challenges, researchers have studied the second approach
(communication-based), in which real-time context information (e.g. GPS location, heading and
speed) is exchanged between vehicles and pedestrians using wireless communication (e.g., Wi-Fi,
3G and 4G). Wireless communication has the potential to address the NLOS problem by detecting
pedestrians even when obstructed by other physical objects [17]–[19]. Combining the
communication-based methods with sensor-based methods could improve road-safety
particularly in obstructed visibility and bad weather conditions. In addition, this way, the
detection range can become several times longer than 100 meters. On the other hand, sensorbased methods could also mitigate shortcomings of the communication-based approach, such as
the average 5 meter noise present in the communicated GPS location [19]. For instance,
Merdrignac et al. [19] propose an approach that combines the location data with the sensorbased detection in order to address possible inaccuracies in the communicated GPS location data.
In another study, Merdrignac et al. [63] perform experiments to compare sensor-based and
communication-based (specifically Wi-Fi) methods in terms of the probability of correctly
detecting the pedestrian in line-of-sight (LOS) and NLOS conditions. In addition, Hussein et al. [66]
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measure the improvements achieved with the smartphone-based approach compared to the
sensor-based collision avoidance. Other works study the human factors and evaluate the
influence of predictive warnings on driver behavior and reducing V2P accidents in different precrash scenarios. Soto et al. [67] focus on the usefulness and practicality of the system from a user
perspective. Yue et al. [68] perform experiments and conclude that using such communicationbased approach, the pedestrian safety is generally increased, and the collision warning is
particularly useful when it is difficult for the driver to judge the crossing intention of a pedestrian.

Figure 1: Figure taken from [23] and [69], depicting a NLOS situation leading to a collision risk.

Figure 2: Figure taken from [63], depicting the detection range of both sensor-based and communicationbased methods.

To realize the vision of communication-based pedestrian collision warning systems, we need to
consider that phones are the main wireless communication devices carried by travelers, and
equipping pedestrians with customized communication hardware is costly and complicated. One
promising approach to enable earlier adoption and development of V2P collision avoidance is to
leverage existing communication devices available to all road users. Therefore, a prospective V2P
networking solution should not require a large-scale installation of new hardware, e.g., should
not be dependent on the road-side units. In addition, this approach can be a cost-effective
temporary alternative for those vehicles not equipped with high-end sensors or dedicated
communication hardware. In this regard, a few studies [24], [70], [71] use existing infrastructure
and devices for pedestrian road-safety. Such approaches employ smartphones together with
either Wi-Fi ad-hoc, cellular-based Internet or a combination of both to establish either a direct
device-to-device V2P communication or an indirect pedestrian-to-cloud (P2C) and vehicle-tocloud (V2C) communication. Wahlstrom et al. [72] summarize the applications of smartphones
for intelligent transportation systems (ITS), including navigation and road-safety, proposed in the
last decade.
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2.2.1

Wireless communication for road safety

Extensive research and development has been done for vehicular networks and their multiple
applications, such as improving road safety. The networking involves vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V),
vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I), vehicle-to-pedestrian (V2P) as well as vehicle-to-cloud (V2C)
communication [73], [74], [75], [76]. For road-safety applications such as collision avoidance,
certain requirements have been recommended. The European Telecommunications Standards
Institute (ETSI) categorizes the messages exchanged in vehicular networks into two main classes
[77]: (a) Cooperative Awareness Message (CAM) that is time-triggered (periodic) and conveys
information related to the geolocation of vehicles and (b) Decentralized Environmental
Notification Message (DENM) that is event-triggered and conveys hazard warnings. An example
of a DENM message for pedestrians is a traffic light violation warning on their smartphones in
case phones are connected to the vehicular network. ETSI allows a maximum latency of 100
milliseconds for the delivery of CAM and DENM messages and a use-case-dependent time
interval of 100 milliseconds to 1.0 second for CAM messages [25]. The main wireless protocols
proposed and tested for road safety applications are the IEEE 802.11p-based Dedicated ShortRange Communications (DSRC) and ITS-G5, the general-purpose Wi-Fi, and the cellular-based
protocols.
IEEE 802.11p-based DSRC (US) [78] and ITS-G5 (Europe) [79] standards are specifically
developed for the V2V ad-hoc communication [17], [18], [78]. They work in the ad-hoc mode that
allows direct messaging among computers, thus being suitable for communication to happen
spontaneously among mobile nodes that come in a close proximity. DSRC and ITS-G5 work in the
5.9 GHz band, allocated in many countries for ITS applications, and strongly supports fast mobility
of network nodes. DSRC and ITS-G5 provide an effective communication range of around 300
meters. As DSRC hardware is not readily available on commercial smartphones, some works have
started to adapt it for smartphones [80], [81]. On the other hand, DSRC is power-hungry;
therefore, it could be a challenge to use it on smartphones [82]. Although general-purpose
protocols of Wi-Fi and cellular networks are not designed for vehicular networks, studies have
shown their potential for this purpose.
Studies have suggested that Wi-Fi in ad-hoc mode and Wi-Fi direct [83] could potentially be
used for vehicular applications, as they allow messaging from one computer to another without
the need for an access point [63]. On the other hand, experiments and evaluations show that WiFi could face challenges in collision prevention scenarios. Unlike IEEE 802.11p, Wi-Fi’s effective
communication range is usually limited to 100 meters. In addition, Wi-Fi has a weak support for
the mobility of network nodes [22], [84]. For cellular technologies (e.g., 3G and 4G), evaluations
[21], [22] and experiments [23], [24] have shown their potential for vehicular applications due to
their strong mobility support, high bit-rate and network capacity. Particularly, Long Term
Evolution (LTE) 4G with a maximum latency of 100 milliseconds offers a fair enough performance
for road-safety applications, conforming to the suggested specification for the delivery of CAM
and DENM messages. In addition, the emerging 5G technology with its theoretical 1 millisecond
latency and 10 Gbps bandwidth could enhance cellular-based connected vehicle applications
[75]. In this regard, 3GPP has developed the dedicated LTE-based Cellular-V2X (C-V2X) standard
[75], [85] that can work in both the 5.9 GHz band of conventional vehicular networks as well as
the cellular operators’ licensed carrier. Studies on both 802.11-based and cellular-based methods
are still ongoing with efforts to further improve the reliability and reduce network congestion.
Each approach has its own advantages and shortcomings. Studies show that compared to DSRC
and ITS-G5, the cellular-based C-V2X can provide a longer communication range and higher data
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rate for the moving vehicles [75], [85], [86]. Finally, there are also efforts to combine both
approaches in the same network with a DSRC-cellular hybrid model [87].
2.2.2

Collision avoidance

last chance
to receive
up-to-date
geolocation

Safe Margin

(wextra)

P2C beacons sent
beacons received
alert sent by cloud
alert received

On the vehicle side, the main approaches in preventing V2P collisions include early warning and
gradual slow down [68], last moment warning and braking [88], and last moment steering and
lane change [16]. In this dissertation, we have assumed the last moment braking scenario for the
analysis of the system. Designing a collision avoidance system requires a timing analysis of
collision scenarios. Previous studies present and explain the collision avoidance timing analysis
[89], [88], [81]. The timing analysis applied in this dissertation is based on [89] and [88]. In a
communication-based V2P collision avoidance, the following parameters are involved in the
process of predicting a collision and alerting the road users. Figure 3 depicts the parameters in a
scenario in which a vehicle is approaching a pedestrian who is about to cross the road. Here, the
parameter wmax is the coverage distance in which the system should start the collision prediction
process for the nearby road users. When using 802.11-based communication, wmax is limited to
the available communication range, and when using cellular-based communication, wmax can be
defined as a constant value. wprb is the minimum distance required to first predict the collision,
then alert the vehicle, and finally brake and stop just before crashing the pedestrian. The
parameter dprocess is the distance travelled while the system is performing the communication and
computation required to predict the collision. This collision prediction process takes tprocess = tcomm
+ tcomp, where tcomm is the time spent communicating the last beacon messages (e.g., from
smartphones to cloud servers) and sending the collision alert to the road user, and tcomp is the
time taken to run the predictive algorithm and decide whether an alert should be sent. The
parameter dreaction is the distance travelled while either the auto-brake mechanism or the driver is
reacting to the alert and before the brakes are activated. The parameter dbrake is the distance
travelled after the brake activation until the vehicle completely stops. The parameter abrake is the
vehicle deceleration during braking, and its value depends on the car model, and road and
weather conditions. The remaining wextra distance is considered as a safe margin in the model.
wprb = dprocess + dreaction + dbrake
(1)
wprb = v × tprocess + v × treaction + v2 / (2abrake)
(2)

Process

brakes
activated

Reaction

car stops

Brake

wprb
High-risk Range (wmax)

Figure 3: The timing analysis of communication-based collision avoidance. The X axis indicates distance,
and the downward arrows point to the last location (last chance) on the road where certain actions
should be taken.
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2.2.3

Pedestrian road safety using smartphones and wireless communication

Several works have used smartphone as the communication device with one or more of the
above-mentioned wireless communication methods to develop V2P collision warning systems.
The most important contributions are summarized and explained in [90], [91], [92]. Various data
flow and architecture models are possible for such smartphone-based road-safety systems. The
models can be classified into three general groups: a) Direct D2D only, b) Indirect MCC only, and
c) Hybrid combination of both.
When using non-cellular communication (e.g., DSRC, Wi-Fi), the device-to-device (D2D) is an
option, where vehicles and pedestrians broadcast, multicast or unicast their location information
to surrounding nodes depending on the application and situation. When using cellular
communication, the indirect MCC is usually an option, unless methods such as LTE-direct are
used to enable cellular-based D2D model.
In collision warning systems that only use a D2D communication, the detection range is limited
to the communication radius of the employed wireless protocol. For example, when using Wi-Fi
direct, the detection radius is around 100 meters, thus leaving less distance and less time for the
pre-crash messaging and collision prediction to be performed from the time vehicle and
pedestrian enter the 100 meter radius. In addition, all the collision prediction computation has to
be performed by the mobile nodes, that is, either by the vehicle side, by the pedestrian side or by
both [63]. Collision prediction performed on the pedestrian mobile device results in extra battery
consumption in addition to the battery consumed by beaconing. On the other hand, the MCC
model provides an unlimited coverage radius that can be defined appropriate to the application.
In addition, the computation can be partly or fully offloaded to cloud servers.

(a) Direct device-to-device (D2D)

(b) Indirect with mobile cloud computing (MCC)

Figure 4: Data flow and system architecture for road safety systems. The figure is taken from [92].

Sugimoto et al. [23] and [69] present one of the first studies on smartphone-based V2P collision
avoidance. By means of simulation and experiment, they demonstrated the potential of using
wireless communication in a hybrid model to reduce the risk of V2P accidents in blind spot
situations. The rational for using a hybrid model is that while 3G cellular network at the time
provided wide distance coverage, its rather long latency (400 to 900 milliseconds) also caused a
rather low locational accuracy. In contrast, while Wi-Fi has limited distance coverage, its small
latency provides a high locational accuracy needed for final pre-crash estimations. Therefore, in
this model, the car navigation system and pedestrian phone initially send probe data over the 3G
network to a server that performs the predictive computation. In case, this calculation concludes
a high risk, the server commands the vehicle and pedestrian to start a direct Wi-Fi-based
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communication for collision avoidance. Sugimoto et al. [23] and [69] develop a prototype mobile
application and a car navigation system in order to perform an experiment mimicking real-life
situations. In their experimental setup, Wi-Fi is not working in ad-hoc mode and uses a
preinstalled access point. The car navigation system and mobile device periodically obtain their
GPS locations and send them to the server. When the driver approached a blind intersection, two
pedestrians located on the intersecting road walked towards the intersection. Without the
collision warning system, the driver could not notice the pedestrians until the vehicle had already
reached the intersection because the pedestrians were out of sight of the driver. With the
collision warning system, the system informed the driver about the presence of pedestrians in
advance and alerted the driver of the possible collision risk based on the more accurate location
information exchanged via a WLAN. The driver could slow down and pay more attention to the
approaching pedestrians.
Liebner et al. [24] use only cellular communication and conduct experiments to analyze the
accuracy of GPS data provided by smartphones and to evaluate the feasibility of using a 3G
network in terms of latency. They conclude that the lateral deviations were too high for lanelevel localization, while the longitudinal accuracy was sufficient for road safety applications. The
average latency was around 500 milliseconds. On the other hand, Anaya et al. [93] use only Wi-Fi
for V2P communication. They present a collision prediction timing analysis, implemented a
smartphone app and performed experiments to evaluate the practicality of their system. Wu et
al. [80] and Tahmasbi-Sarvestani et al. [81] integrate DSRC into mainstream smartphones without
any hardware or chip upgrade. Smartphones were used only on the pedestrian side while
vehicles used dedicated hardware. However, these authors did not thoroughly investigate the
feasibility of using a power-hungry DSRC on smartphones.
The accuracy of collision prediction methods has also been studied and compared. Bastani
Zadeh et al. [94] use 4G communication and employ a fuzzy inference engine to estimate the V2P
collision risk. In order to improve the prediction accuracy, they take into account acceleration,
weather condition, the time of day and road-user’s age. They test their method with six types of
typical accident scenarios and show that the accuracy considerably improved compared to
previous works. Bachmann et al. [95] use the pedestrian’s context (e.g., on the sidewalk or
crossing the curb) and activity (e.g., standing, walking, and turning to the street) obtained from
the smartphone to improve the collision prediction accuracy. Using a simulation, they evaluate
the influence of sensed position, speed and direction errors on the probability of having missed
alarms. Then, they evaluate the impact of using the pedestrian's context to decrease missed
alarm probability.
2.2.4

Reducing power consumption

In terms of computation, applying an MCC model, where the collision prediction computation is
performed by cloud servers rather than smartphones, reduces the computation load of a system
on smartphones, which by itself also reduces the power consumption to a large extent [96].
Further models have been evaluated where the processing of the raw phone sensor data is also
offloaded to servers [97], [96]. Nguyen et al. [97] use smartphones and LTE in an indirect
messaging MCC model. In their proposed model, the computation is not necessarily centralized in
cloud servers. Smartphones decide when to offload the computation to servers based on
parameters such as network condition and historical data. Both the raw sensor data processing
and collision prediction may be offloaded to servers. Nguyen et al. measure the energy
consumption of computation using simulations and considering different offloading scenarios,
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and evaluate the effect of offloading on reducing power consumption of phones. They conclude
that offloading either the collision prediction only, or both the raw sensor data processing and
collision prediction, significantly reduces phone power consumption. On the other hand, only
offloading the raw sensor data processing, in fact, slightly increases the phone power
consumption.
Nevertheless, the power consumption of wireless communication remains a challenge for
smartphones used in a collision warning system. Periodic beaconing quickly drains the
smartphone battery even when sending small amounts of data. To better understand the extent
of the power consumption challenge, previous studies have measured and formulated the power
consumption of communication in smartphones and suggested the methods to predict the stateof-charge (SOC) of the battery accordingly [26], [45]. SOC is the ratio of the remaining battery
capacity to the full-charge capacity [98]. For our particular application scope of cellular-based
road-safety, the energy consumed to send a beacon message (Ebeacon) is formulated as follows. To
send a message, the phone first needs to turn on its radio. The radio consumes Ptail power while it
is on, and it goes off after ttail time. The Ptail power has been measured by works such as [26]. The
value of ttail depends on the type of a cellular network, and for example, it could be different for
3G and LTE. In addition, the phone needs to transmit the message data over the network which
takes ttransmit and consumes Ptransmit. Therefore, the power consumption also depends on the size
of the transmitted message. The value of Ptransmit has also been measured by works such as [26].
Finally, the average power consumption of periodic beaconing (Pbeaconing) depends on the interval
between beacons, in other words depending on the frequency (f) of beaconing:
Ebeacon = Ptail × ttail + Ptransmit × ttransmit
(3)
Pbeaconing = Ebeacon × f
(4)
In addition to excessive power consumption, a high density of vehicles and pedestrians with
their periodic beaconing can cause communication channel overload and packet loss. For this
reason, adaptive beaconing methods have been proposed to optimize beaconing based on the
limitation of wireless channel capacity. Adaptive beaconing models are classified in [27] and [29]
as shown in Figure 5. Different implementations of these models have been proposed as
summarized and compared in [28]. These implementations adjust beaconing rate and/or radio
transmit power in order to reach an optimal point between preventing a communication channel
overload and keeping an acceptable resolution of position data depending on the scenario (e.g.,
for traffic management or road safety). The acceptable resolution denotes the maximum driving
distance between two beacons. Adjusting the beaconing rate affects the resolution of position
data, while adjusting the radio transmit power affects the communication range. Works such as
[99] adapt beaconing only according to the vehicle’s own movement, for example, by estimating
the increased risk as a function of vehicle’s own speed, acceleration and turning angle. On the
other hand, works such as [29], [100] and [101] adapt beaconing according to movements of the
surrounding vehicles. Surrounding traffic is monitored either in a macroscopic (e.g., traffic density
in an area) or microscopic scope (e.g., proximity of vehicles, relative speed and direction). As an
example, the proposed model in [29] increases the beaconing rate when the position error passes
a certain threshold and decreases the rate when the shared DSRC channel is congested. Schmidt
et al. [27] also study the impact of beaconing rate adaptation on resolution and accuracy of the
communicated position data. They suggest the following requirements to be considered for the
design of an ideal adaptive beaconing:
1) The bandwidth limitations should be considered to ensure that the wireless channel does not
get overloaded. As explained later in Section 3, the adaptive beaconing approach has been
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adapted in this dissertation to reduce unnecessary beaconing for a different purpose, that is,
to reduce battery power consumption.
2) A minimum beaconing rate should be maintained to ensure the new neighboring vehicles are
discovered in time.
3) The suitable beaconing rate should be chosen according to the context-dependent desired
resolution as well as the movement of surrounding vehicles, including their position, speed,
acceleration, direction and yaw rate. For example, a beaconing frequency of 10 Hz (as
suggested in DSRC models) is not necessary in traffic jams, whereas a 1-Hz frequency may not
be enough for highways with fast moving cars and frequent lane changes. Another example is
vehicles that are close to each other. These vehicles should use a higher beaconing rate to
communicate, as the probability of collisions increases, the closer the vehicles gets.
Furthermore, with higher speeds, a shorter beaconing interval (higher frequency) is needed
to maintain the desired position resolution.

Figure 5: Adaptive beaconing models as classified in [27]. Diagram taken from [27].

Few works have applied adaptive beaconing concepts to optimize the power consumption of
pedestrian devices, in addition to reducing the wireless channel load. Lee and Kim [102] consider
a D2D model (non-cloud-based) for collision warning systems and assume that in the near future
pedestrian phones would use their IEEE 802.11a interface to communicate with the IEEE 802.11p
of vehicles. They propose a model in which nearby pedestrians form a group and perform
pedestrian-to-pedestrian communication using Wi-Fi-direct. Phones in each group elect one
group owner based on its battery capacity and distance to road. The group owner is in charge of
the V2P communication using IEEE 802.11p on behalf of other devices (clients) in the group. The
client devices in the group work in an adaptive energy-saving mode, and their Wi-Fi direct
beaconing frequency is defined by the group owner based on the maximum speed of nearby
vehicles, with faster speeds triggering higher frequencies. Their simulation results show an
increasing phone power consumption with an increased speed of surrounding vehicles. Based on
simulation results, Lee and Kim conclude that their method increases the energy efficiency by
37% compared to the conventional non-adaptive approaches.
Eyobu et al. [103] also consider a D2D model (non-cloud-based) for collision warning systems
that uses IEEE 802.11p for V2P communication. In this approach, pedestrian devices do not send
periodic safety message broadcasts but only listen to receive the messages broadcasted by
surrounding vehicles. If the pedestrian node does not receive any vehicle messages for 3 seconds,
the pedestrian device makes one broadcast as a high-priority message, informing its locations.
However, if the pedestrian node receives a vehicle message, the pedestrian node starts to unicast
only to that vehicle. The unicast beaconing frequency is adaptive and defined according to the
V2P distance, with shorter distances triggering higher frequencies (ranging from 1 Hz to 4 Hz).
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Eyobu et al. [103] simulate pedestrian and vehicle movement patterns using mobility models and
consider different pedestrian and vehicle densities. They conclude that their model can reduce
the power consumption of pedestrian smartphones compared to non-adaptive conventional
approaches, without compromising the end-to-end delay and message delivery.

2.3 Traveler mode choice and modal shift potentials
Mode choice and modal shift factors:
The research domain of travel behavior is quite wide. In this section, we focus on the subdomains that involve understanding the concepts of mode choice and modal shift based on finegrained longitudinal position data. One of the essential measures for enabling transition to
sustainable urban mobility systems is a modal shift to lower-carbon transportation [4], [32]. Here,
the essential factors to take into account for understanding the modal shift potentials are
reducing emissions and increasing physical activity for travelers [36], [37]. However, the potential
shift away from passenger car use has to account for the constrained daily travel time budget and
activity space [38], [39]. Specifically, understanding the potential for a modal shift requires
comparing travel times of alternative modes for individual travelers, as they can influence
travelers’ decisions [40]. From the standpoint of steering sustainability transitions, understanding
the potential for a modal shift by taking into account changes in travel time, carbon emissions
and physical activity are important for large infrastructural investments, such as public transport
network overhauls [35], or for piloting new mobility services and policy programs [34], [104]–
[106]. For guiding these efforts, previous research has shown that comparatively longer travel
times with public transport (PT) or cycling with reference to driving is a frequent barrier for
modal shifts [107]–[110]. In contrast, there is an objective potential that some urban driving trips
could be replaced with low-carbon and active modes without compromising much travel time
[111], [112]. Moreover, the importance of perceived travel time must also be recognized, as it
can often be underestimated for driving [113], or overestimated for using PT and cycling [114].
Being able to accurately understand the potential for modal shifts can also inform the
development of strategies for improving users’ travel competence, thus influencing the likelihood
for considering alternative travel modes [108], [114], [115].
Smartphone position data for modal shift analysis:
Understanding the potential for modal shifts at the individual level has relied on revealedpreference household questionnaires for several decades [41]. Currently, these traditional survey
methods face a challenge in declining response rates, especially among young adults [116], [117].
There are also other inherent challenges in questionnaire methods, such as resource intensity
particularly for longitudinal data collection, and data quality level due to respondent errors [118],
[119]. Moreover, it is often difficult to capture complete door-to-door travel modes using these
traditional methods [120]. As a response to these challenges, there is an ongoing development of
new technologies to automate and facilitate disaggregate data collection, such as GPS devices
[118], [121], [122], cellular-network positioning from call and activity data [123]–[125], and
smartphone sensors [7], [8], [126]–[128]. Due to use by a wider population, smartphone sensors
and processing can enable automatic collection of individual and longitudinal high-resolution
travel data. In particular, smartphone-based travel data collection has the potential to cover large
geographic areas, including large numbers of diverse participants, as well as to interact with the
user through mobile apps, or to be combined with travel surveys, thus providing additional
socioeconomic, attitudinal, and contextual information [127], [129]–[133]. In the recent years,
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further developments of automatic post-processing of the collected data [134], [135] and opensource platforms [134], [136] have contributed to a wider spread and customization of
smartphone-based data collection.
Although the conventional data collection methods provide similar information, smartphonebased datasets enable higher resolutions in data collection. In addition, longitudinal data
collection enables better understanding of potentials for improvements towards low-carbon
transport systems, as a long-term travel behavior analysis is difficult with the conventional data
collection methods. The importance of longitudinal data collection is also highlighted in the case
of evaluating policies and experiments before and after their implementation. As explained in the
introduction, this thesis aims at evaluating the potential of modal shifts from three important
aspects: travel-time, carbon emission and physically-active travel. Given the need to understand
the potential for modal shifts, there is a need for accurately computing such potential from
disaggregated data collection [59], [137], [138]. In spite of technological trends in obtaining
position and travel data, exploring potential alternative trips has previously relied on the use of
traditional travel surveys [111], [112], [139], [140]. In contrast, developing a computational
framework based on smartphone data has proved to provide a more accurate measurement of
the observed traveled distances, leading to a better estimation of potential emission reductions
with computed alternatives [137], [138]. In addition, the use of smartphone data has been shown
to provide a better estimation of observed walking distances for PT access/egress, leading to a
better estimation of potential changes in physical activity with modal shifts [120], [141], [142].
Finally, a recent review explains the possible integration of smartphone-based data into the
transport planning and policy methods [54].
2.3.1

Collecting travel and mode choice data using smartphones

Mobile systems for travel data collection:
Several travel data collection mobile apps have been proposed and tested [48] [127], [131], [128]
that commonly use the following data flow and computation model. The mobile app installed on
traveler smartphones works in the background and periodically retrieves geolocation and
movement data from the phone sensors, such as GPS and accelerometer. For the sensor reading,
some apps use the Google’s Fused Location Provider API and Activity Recognition API [143],
[144]. The retrieved position data is also transmitted to a cloud server and stored in a database.
The collected position data is further processed to identify the start, end and route of each trip
segment, and then to identify door-to-door trips and trip chains based on the detected
segments[125], [145], [146], [147]. A trip segment is also referred to as a ‘trip leg’. Similarly, the
sensor and position data are processed to detect the transportation mode used at each segment
of the trip, with some studies using machine learning to achieve highest accuracies in detected
modes [148], [149]. The above computations can be performed either locally on the phone or on
the cloud server. Offloading the computation to cloud servers could reduce the phone power
consumption, as explained at the beginning of Section 2.2.4.
Prelipcean et al. [128], [150] present one of the few works that provide an open-source mobile
app and cloud system for travel data collection. The collected data points are first cached locally
and later sent to the cloud server in one-hour intervals when the phone has an Internet access.
Trip legs and door-to-door trips with their start/end time and start/end geolocation are
automatically detected and can be seen by the user in the app. In addition, each user can
annotate their own data, for example, by specifying the purpose of each trip and verifying the
transportation modes detected for each trip leg. The machine-learning based mode detection
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algorithm improves its accuracy over time by using the user annotations. Prelipcean et al. use
PostgreSQL for the cloud server database. To reduce battery consumption of the GPS reading on
the phone, they use an adaptive sensing as explained in their previous work [150]. The adaptive
sensing periodically reads the low energy accelerometer sensor to detect the motion component
of movement that often implies a positional movement as well. When the user is stationary for
longer periods (often happens in-doors), the GPS reading is turned off. When the user starts
moving, such as when leaving a building, the algorithm detects the user motion and can reenable the GPS reading [150].
Challenges and potentials in public engagement:
However, as expected, there are challenges during the recruitment of participants in spite of
the worldwide popularity of smartphone apps. It might be challenging to involve participants
from all age and gender groups as well as from different socio-economic backgrounds [54]. As the
quantity of the collected travel data affects the quality of analysis, more precise results would be
achieved if a more varied population were to participate, resulting in travel data that is spatially
more evenly distributed throughout different areas of the city. To this end, in addition to
dedicated smartphone apps, another pathway for data collection is existing ticketing and service
apps for various transport modes, such as PT or bike sharing, although a strict attention should be
made for user consent and privacy. In addition to challenges in the initial recruitment, there is
also an underlying challenge of participants stopping or removing the data collection app. As an
example, a data collection experiment in Helsinki metropolitan region [151] shows higher joining
rates after each recruitment campaign, while the authors have observed drop outs in participants
during the summer and winter holiday months, which is similar to previous challenges with
conventional questionnaire response rates. Prelipcean et al. [128] have explained three main
reasons for such declining user response rate: 1) the annotation of travel diaries considered
cumbersome by users, 2) unexpected errors in the app, eventually making users stop using the
system, and 3) users not motivated enough to annotate their trips through the whole data
collection period due to the lack of incentive and actual benefit.
2.3.2

Computing alternative trips to evaluate mode choice and modal shift factors

Computing alternative trips:
The collected position data together with the extracted trip-legs and door-to-door trips provide a
good view of the observed travel behavior. Based on this observed travel data, alternative trips
with lower-carbon modes of transportation could be computed. The computed alternatives
should be accurate enough to reflect real trips. Several models of multimodal trip planning have
been suggested for the trip computation. To compute a trip, its origin and destination (e.g., in the
form of longitude and latitude), and its intended departure time are given as inputs to the trip
computation model. In addition, to compute realistic trips, the model should use the actual city
road network. As an example, Monzon et al. [111], [112] use EMME/2 and VISUM models to
compute trips for PT and car, respectively. For PT, they develop a model that involves the transit
stops, access and egress time, and speed of each PT line. For bike and walk, the travel time was
estimated by calculating the shortest possible path in the road network between the origin and
destination, while considering an assumed average cycling and walking speed. This dissertation
has used the OpenTripPlanner APIs [47] for trip computation. OpenTripPlanner (OTP) is one of
the most well-established open-source software platforms for this purpose, which relies on upto-date road network data from OpenStreetMap (OSM), and public transport network and
schedules data provided by cities or transport agencies as General Transit Feed Specification
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(GTFS) files [152], [153]. OTP’s routing API computes trips by using a single time-dependent graph
that contains both road and PT network data [154], [155]. In particular, OTP computes walk and
bike trips using the A-star algorithm with an Euclidean heuristic [156], and computes public
transport trips, including their walk legs, using the A-star algorithm with the Tung-Chew heuristic
[157] for queue ordering. OTP returns data of the computed door-to-door trip in the XML format
that includes all the trip legs, with their geolocations and timestamps.
Evaluating modal shift potential:
The observed trips together with computed alternative trips bring the opportunity to compare
the two and evaluate the potential of modal shifts. While most of the relevant studies have
performed such comparison and analysis based on travel survey origin-destination (OD) data or
vehicle GPS data, the principles used in these studies can be applied to smartphone data as well.
Zhaohua et al. [158] study the relation between the potential emission reduction and changes
in travel times when public bicycles are used as alternatives. Faghih-Imani et al. [159] compare
travel times of taking a taxi with travel times of equivalents trip done by shared city bikes.
Monzon et al. [111], [112] use data of a travel survey collected in Madrid to compute alternative
trips with PT, bike and walk. The process to accept each alternative for a modal shift follows a
decision tree. In the decision tree, first the priority is given to walk, then to bike and third to PT.
However, a maximum distance is considered for physically active travel modes (walk and bike)
according to the average walking and cycling distances stated in previous travel surveys. In
addition, the decision process considers only those alternatives that cause no increase in travel
time compared to the original trip. Their results show that 18% of the reported car trips have a
time-relevant low-carbon alternative, with a modal share among the alternatives: PT (75%), bike
(15%) and walk (10%). Another study [139], [140] uses the data of a travel survey collected in
Montreal and show that 27% of the reported motorized trips, that is, both PT trips and car trips,
have walk or bike as time-relevant alternatives.
Some previous works accept only zero or close to zero travel time increase for a computed trip
to be considered as an alternative to the original observed trip [112]. However, this could be
extended by evaluating all the computed lower-carbon alternatives of each trip and comparing
the associated travel time changes in relation to emission reduction and increased physically
active distance. As discussed above, travel time changes need to be seen also in the light of the
two other factors, namely, emission reduction and physically active travel. Considering that the
tolerated travel-time increase could vary from person to person or region to region, it can also be
assumed that if the perceived gain of emission reduction or physically active travel is large
enough, then larger travel-times would be accepted by travelers.
Regarding the potential of computed alternative bike trips, in addition to the travel time factor,
personal preferences and physical ability could limit cycling to rather short trips and relatively flat
terrains, varying from city to city [160]. For example, Morency et al. [139] conclude that most
travelers in Montreal bike up to a 5.4-km distance; for this reason, the authors discard bike
alternatives for longer travel distances.
Computing alternative trips and potential of modal shift based on observed position data, could
be useful in the process of policy and planning decisions across spatial and temporal scales, from
macroscopic to microscopic scopes [54]. As an example, in relation to the emerging bike-sharing
systems, understanding temporal variations of potential for a modal shift can also inform
decisions about annual periods for system operation. Focusing on the daily level, previous studies
have shown that the demand for bike-sharing has a strong inverse relationship with long travel
distances, precipitation, and harsh temperatures [161]. Having these possible limitations in mind,
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studies have shown that bike-sharing facilities attract travelers from diverse socioeconomic
backgrounds and, therefore, biking can be targeted towards a wide range of user profiles [161].
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3 Mobile systems for pedestrian road safety
and time-relevant modal shift

This chapter answers the research questions listed in Section 1.1. For this purpose, the
publications presented in this thesis propose application-specific frameworks, develop
prototypes, and finally evaluate the proposed approaches by testing with city-scale mobility data.
We first answer RQ1 by presenting the smartphone-based collision warning system and an
energy efficient communication method to reduce phone battery consumption. We also show
how to evaluate the practicality of battery consumption. Next, we show how to evaluate the
cloud computation overhead and mobile network overhead of the system. We answer RQ2 by
presenting the modal shift analysis framework based on smartphone position data. We then
apply the framework to travel data of a target region and show usefulness of the framework in
understanding modal shift potentials in urban mobility.
In both the road-safety system and modal shift analysis system, we consider a design based on
mobile cloud computing (MCC) [9], [10] where servers perform the data processing, computation
and analysis, whereas road users including pedestrians, cyclists and vehicles, send periodic
update messages to cloud-based servers, with minimal data processing and computation
performed locally. The main role of the smartphone is to collect the required data from its
sensors (e.g., GPS and accelerometer) with specific intervals and sending the data to the cloud
servers. These periodic P2C messages mainly contain timestamped data on location, speed and
direction of the road user.
On the servers, the first round of computation and decision making is performed on the level of
individual road-user (i.e., traveler or pedestrian) in a microscopic scope based on the
disaggregated travel trace data. Then the fine-grained results are aggregated and analyzed to
evaluate performance metrics, such as the spatial and temporal range of battery consumption
and modal shift potentials, depending on the application. Due to the nature of human travel
patterns, proposed methods should be evaluated in realistic scenarios if possible. To this end, this
thesis also presents experimental evaluations to demonstrate the potential and extent of the
proposed methods. The numerical results could vary from city to city, depending on the quantity
and diversity of collected data.

3.1 Vehicle-to-pedestrian collision warning
As discussed in Section 1, due to the challenges of sensor-based and Wi-Fi-based approaches in
V2P collision avoidance, we need to explore the possibility of using smartphone data for this
purpose. Particularly, as stated in RQ1, we need to investigate the practicality of a cellular based
V2P collision warning system, so that it is possible to use the system with mainstream
smartphones, taking into account their limited battery capacity. As stated in RQ1, we also need
methods to evaluate the cloud computation load and mobile network load of running the V2P
collision warning system. As also mentioned in Section 1, at the time of writing Publication I and
Publication II, there were several research gaps in the available literature, with few works using
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smartphones for V2P collision warning systems. However, as the body of knowledge in the field
of wireless-based road safety has grown, more research has been published which detail both the
MCC-based and D2D-based solutions [91], [92], both cellular-based and DSRC-based
communication [81], as well as the collision prediction accuracy [94] and the influence of human
factors [67], [68]. While the contributions of Publication I and Publication II have been cited and
discussed by later articles in the field [92], [96], [97], [162], [163], the main points for comparison
to be raised in the context of this dissertation are as follows. The recent works have the
advantage of using newer communication technologies, including 5G and ITS-G5 that provide
extended network bandwidths and lower latencies in order to better satisfy the requirements of
a city-wide real-time road safety system [75], [85]. These works also compare the cellular and
DSRC methods as well as older 3G- and 4G-based systems. Nevertheless, it should be noted that
the number of smartphone users and their daily data usage have also grown considerably, which
could still leave space for extending the methods proposed in this dissertation for evaluation of
network and computation overheads. In addition, although the smartphone battery capacity has
almost doubled since 2014, the larger phone screens and multiple simultaneously running
applications cause the power consumption efficiency and battery life to be important challenges
even today [164].
In this section, after implementing the system prototype together with the evaluation methods,
we use data of a target case study region (the city of Cologne) to present examples of evaluation
and practicality assessment. It should be mentioned that Publication I and Publication II discuss
the research questions beyond this case study application. The proposed methods can be used
for any urban region, although the obtained numerical results vary from city to city depending on
the transportation network as well as volume and density of traffic.
3.1.1

Collision warning system with an energy efficient communication approach

Publication I describes the mobile cloud based V2P collision warning system shown in Figure 6
that uses available cellular networks and smartphones rather than dedicated setups. The clientside road-safety mobile app frequently sends vehicle and pedestrian geolocation, speed and
direction data (beacons) to cloud servers. Cloud processes the incoming beacons data, anticipates
V2P accidents and sends alerts to the road users who are in a risky situation. Due to the safety
nature of the application, both P2C communication and server-side processing have to be
performed in real-time. When the app is used by drivers, it is assumed that the phone is
connected to the charging slot in the car, and the battery consumption is not an issue. Thus, cars
can send their beacons to cloud servers at the 10-Hz frequency recommended for V2V safety
applications [25]. The remainder of this section discusses the battery consumption of the app
when used by pedestrians. We assume that by using the phone’s sensors [148], [165], [166], the
road-safety app can detect if the person is stationary or not, thus turning on P2C communication
only while moving. With this setup, the app consumes the battery mainly when the user is
moving. However, using the constant-rate P2C beaconing at 10 Hz would have a large overhead
on battery consumption as long as the person is in a moving state.
Next, to address RQ1, Publication I proposes an adaptive multi-mode (AMM) approach built on
the situation-adaptive beaconing with the goal to reduce battery consumption. As explained in
Section 1, adaptive beaconing methods for vehicular networks have been originally proposed and
tested [27], [28] to optimize beaconing according to the limited wireless channel capacity while
maintaining an adequate accuracy for road-safety applications. In other words, such methods
could help the road-safety applications in preventing network overloads. However, this is
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different from the objectives of our work. The aim of Publication I is to employ the situationadaptive beaconing for the purpose of reducing unnecessary power consumption in pedestrian
phones. We study the impact of situation-adaptive rate control on power consumption of P2C
communication in road-safety applications.
The proposed AMM method works as follows. The algorithm runs on cloud servers and
commands the mobile app to adjust the P2C beaconing frequency according to the V2P collision
risk from the surrounding vehicular traffic. There are two risk levels in the proposed AMM model,
namely, high-risk situation and low-risk situation, together with two corresponding beaconing
frequencies. The messaging frequency is not set globally (e.g., not per city area) but calculated for
each individual pedestrian depending on the microscopic scope of the surrounding vehicular
traffic. The collision risk level depends on several factors, including pedestrian's location (e.g., in
city centers, beside a highway or in rural areas), V2P distance, and relative V2P speed and
direction. Here, we need to investigate what frequencies are suitable for P2C messaging to
achieve an adequate precision according to each risk level.
A high-risk situation is a scenario that can potentially lead to a collision. It is when a pedestrian
is moving (e.g., walking towards the street) and at least one vehicle is within the proximity of
wmax, while the vehicle’s movement direction indicates that it is getting closer to the pedestrian.
The timing analysis of collision prediction is based on previous studies ([89] and [88]) as explained
in Section 2.2.2. In addition, the potential delay caused by varying beaconing intervals is also
taken into account here. The wmax value denotes a radius wide enough to predict a collision and
send an alert to the involving road users in time. An example of a high-risk situation is when a
pedestrian is walking towards the street in order to cross it while a vehicle only 200 m away is
approaching the pedestrian at 50 km/h. In such high-risk situations, the app works in the 10-Hz
full-rate mode (sending 10 beacons per second). In contrast, a low-risk situation refers to a
situation when the pedestrian is moving but either no vehicle is closer than the wmax value, or all
vehicles within this proximity are moving away from the pedestrian. In such low-risk situations,
the app works in the energy-saving low-rate mode. This lower frequency should be set in a way
that the cloud server receives up-to-date locations just frequent enough to be able to detect a
potential high-risk situation in time and command the involving road users to switch to the fullrate mode. As described in Section 2.2.2, the suitable temporal resolution depends on various
factors, including kinematics, driver reaction time, P2C message latency and cloud computation
time. As detailed in Publication I and Publication II, our calculations show that a maximum 1-Hz
beaconing is sufficient to achieve the required precision for low-risk situations, assuming vehicle
speeds do not exceed 144 km/h (40 m/s). In addition, the value of wmax is considered as 200
meters.
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Collision
Prediction

Figure 6: Communication and workflow during the pedestrian’smobility:Vehicle-to-cloud (V2C) beaconing is
always performed in the full-rate frequency and pedestrian-to-cloud (P2C) beaconing often in the
low-rate frequency (arrow no. 1). When the cloud server detects a high-risk situation, it commands
(arrow no. 2) the pedestrian’s mobile app to also switch to full-rate beaconing (arrow no. 3) to
ensure that the system has the maximum position accuracy required to predict and alert (arrow no.
4) a potential collision.

Furthermore, Publication I formulates the power consumption and battery state-of-charge
(SOC) when running the collision warning system. The duration of a person‘s mobility is denoted
by tmobility. As explained above, during this tmobility time that the person is moving, the adaptive
multi-mode (AMM) approach makes the smartphone switch between full-rate and low-rate
communication. The time spent operating in the full-rate and low-rate modes are specified as
tfullrate and tlowrate, respectively. For each given traveler, we can formulate a person’s mobility
duration as follows:
tmobility = tlowrate + tfullrate
(5)
Next, the power consumption of the road-safety app at a given moment of mobility is
calculated as follows:
Pmobility = (tfullrate×Pfullrate + tlowrate×Plowrate) / tmobility
(6)
The values of Pfullrate and Plowrate can be calculated according to the power formulation discussed
in Section 2.2.4. It is assumed that the system uses an optimized LTE with Discontinuous
Reception (DRX) with a 0.1-second tail and a 5-Mbps minimum effective uplink bitrate for each
road user. In addition, the amount of transferred data with each message is estimated as
maximum 100 bytes, comprising the probe data according to DSRC [167], extra bytes specific to
our system, and the TCP/IP overhead. Furthermore, previous studies have experimentally
measured the base values of power consumed by sending a phone-to-cloud message [26]. Based
on the above discussion, Pfullrate has a constant value of 1.216 W. The Plowrate value is a function of
flowrate calculated as Plowrate = 1.218×10-1×flowrate, where flowrate is the frequency of P2C messaging in
the low-rate mode.
3.1.2

City-scale battery load

In previous section, we introduced the adaptive rate control AMM approach for the collision
warning system together with the formulation of battery consumption. Above formulation shows
that the battery consumption overhead directly depends on the fraction of time (tfullrate/tmobility) a
pedestrian spends in risky situations and thus the full-rate mode is active. This fraction of time
itself is directly influenced by the traffic condition near each pedestrian, depending on
geolocation and time of the day.
Based on this discussion, we can first speculate practicality of the system by estimating the
battery consumption in various situations. As an example, we consider a smartphone with
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battery capacity of 2100 mAh working at 3.8 V, for which the battery typically lasts 16 hours if not
using the road-safety app. The battery is assumed to be fully charged before the person starts
walking in traffic-prone areas. Figure 7 illustrates the outcomes by considering a range of tmobility
values (0 to 10 hours), together with a range of tfullrate/tmobility values (25%, 50% and 75%) to imply
different traffic conditions nearby the person. For instance, AMM has the potential to almost
double the energy-efficiency (from 4.5 hours to 9 hours of battery time) when the pedestrian is in
high-risk situations on average 25% of the time. The duration of mobility per day differs from
person to person and from day to day. For example, in the Helsinki region, the total daily travel
time is around 1 hour on average and around 2 hours at maximum, according to the travel survey
and phone data collection as presented in Publication IV. For example, the maximum 2-hour
tmobility could comprise 1 hour of commuting to work, 0.5 hours of shopping walk, and 0.5 hours of
running exercise. In the rest of this thesis, we consider a constant value of 2 hours daily mobility
for our evaluations.

Figure 7: Smartphone state-of-charge (SOC) in relation to the pedestrian mobility period (tmobility), with varying
ratios of full-rate mode activity (tfullrate/tmobility). With longer mobility periods, changes in tfullrate/tmobility
result in a larger variance in SOC.

Next, we need to study practicality of the system in terms of power consumption and battery
lifetime in realistic vehicular traffic scenarios throughout cities. Realistic simulations of city-scale
daily vehicle traffic help examine how often pedestrians are in high-risk or low-risk situations
throughout different urban areas, and thus gives a more precise estimation of powerconsumption and battery lifetime.
Therefore, Publication II first prepares simulated vehicle travel data for a target region, and
then feeds the data into a model of V2P collision warning system. The chosen target region is the
city of Cologne, Germany. We retrieved realistic traffic demand data from the TAPASCologne
project [168], [169] that covers the whole city, including suburbs, for a 2-hour time window (from
06:00 am to 08:00 am). This time window includes the peak morning traffic time. Then, we used
the Simulation of Urban Mobility (SUMO) tool [170], [171] together with the TAPASCologne
SUMO scenario to generate a microscopic simulation based on the traffic demand data. The
TAPASCologne SUMO scenario has imported the city‘s road networks from the OpenStreetMap
(OSM) [172] map of Cologne. The simulation output is a series of vehicle location, speed and
heading traces for every 1 seconds of the 2-hour time window (the temporal resolution is 1
second). Our model of collision warning system first emulates the server-side computation and
processes the simulated trace data as incoming P2C beacons. The model checks pedestrianvehicle pairs in the near proximity for each second of the trace data to detect high-risk/low-risk
situations and to identify which phones switch to full-rate or low-rate mode. In order to evaluate
with a suitable spatial granularity, our model divides the city into 100 m × 100 m divisions (100
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cells in each square km), covering a total of 102,977 areas in Cologne. Next, the model emulates
the functionality of AMM P2C messaging on phones by calculating the fraction of full-rate time
during the 2-hour time window (tfullrate/tmobility) for a pedestrian located in each cell as well as the
corresponding power consumption. Finally, we aggregate the model outcomes for the whole city
to provide metrics on practicality of using the system in terms of phone battery lifetime. The
results show the variation and extent of P2C messaging functionality, power consumption and
battery lifetime depending on the city area.
Figure 8 illustrates the spatial distribution of battery SOCs throughout the city with a 100 m ×
100 m resolution. As expected, there are relatively more spots within and near the city center
(Innenstadt) and some main streets outside the city center, which bring a higher P2C activity and
battery consumption to the system, as shown in Figure 8.c. Empty (white) spaces on the map
represent the areas in which no vehicular traffic was detected during the simulation. In such
areas, even if any pedestrian is present, the road safety mobile app always works in the low-rate
mode (tfullrate/tmobility = 0). Examples of such areas include the Rhine River crossing the city, large
parks and areas with no roads or no inhabitants. In summary, the cumulative distribution of all
102,977 areas show that for around half of locations, we get a tfullrate/tmobility ratio of less than 25%
that comes with a practical battery SOC of more than 78% and a battery lifetime of more than
14.5 hours. The mean SOC of the whole region is 76% showing that the road-safety
communication imposes on average 13% overhead on the SOC as the SOC with the road-safety
turned off is 87% after 2 hours. The worst-case battery lifetime is 11 hours. With a non-adaptive
method, battery lifetime would always be around 11 hours regardless of the location and
surrounding traffic. As illustrated in Figure 9, the distribution histogram of SOC values throughout
the city shows that the remaining battery charge ranges between 57% and 87% after 2 hour of a
person’s mobility. The SOC distribution has a bi-nominal shape which highlights the areas of the
city with high vehicular traffic with a lower fraction (first peak on the chart) and the areas with
low vehicular traffic with a much higher fraction (second peak).
Summary: This section has presented a method for evaluating the practicality of MCC-based
V2P collision warning systems in terms of phone power consumption. The city-scale evaluation
for Cologne, Germany showed that it is practical to run the system with an AMM situation
adaptive beaconing on mainstream smartphones. The system has a small daily overhead on the
battery lifetime. The road-safety mobile app can be used during the whole mobility period of
pedestrians, while a practical state-of-charge also remains after the mobility has ended. In
addition, using AMM has advantages over non-adaptive methods as it reduces the battery
consumption. It should be mentioned that numerical results may vary in other cities depending
on the volume and density of traffic, and the transportation network.
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(a) Throughout the whole city

(b) Only low activity areas

(c) Only high activity areas

Figure 8: Smartphone state-of-charge (SOC) after the pedestrian has been mobile for 2 hours during the
morning peak traffic: (a) Battery SOC throughout the whole city (white areas indicate no vehicle
traffic), (b) only low activity areas with SOC larger than 80%, and (c) only high activity areas with
SOC smaller than 60%.

Figure 9: Smartphone battery state-of-charge (SOC) after the pedestrian has been mobile in different
locations for 2 hours during the morning peak traffic.

3.1.3

Cloud computation load

Considering the challenge of computation load, we need to estimate the amount of computing
resources required to meet the timeliness requirements of the system. For this purpose, we need
a prototype of the server-side computation to be able to measure the execution times and
estimate the computation demand, required resources and cloud costs. The prototype should
perform both the collision prediction and AMM mode identification. Publication II develops such
a prototype that works as follows. For a city-scale evaluation, the incoming trace data (road user
beacons) including geolocation, speed and heading of vehicles and pedestrians, are randomly
generated on the server itself and passed to the prototype in every loop, emulating the beacon
messages arriving every 100 milliseconds. The prototype processes this incoming data in each
loop, and outputs a list of colliding road users as well as a list of pedestrian phones that should
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switch their AMM mode. To substantially reduce the computation time, we propose a model that
adapts two strategies: 1) Dividing the incoming trace data by city areas, and 2) Concurrency. In
this model, the server-side works in two steps (two tiers). First, a single process in tier1 divides
the data received from road-users into separate atomic groups according to their location
proximity. Secondly, tier1 distributes the atomic groups among the independent parallel
processes of tier2. Each tier2 process performs the pair-checking and collision prediction on the
groups it is assigned to.
If the server-side was to perform pair-checks between all road users (N) moving in the city, the
computation complexity would be O(n2), requiring N ( N  1 ) 2 pair-checks. The computation load
would grow quadratically with the number of vehicles and pedestrians. To substantially reduce
the number of unnecessary V2V and V2P pair-checks, tier1 divides the city into small divisions
(square cells). Collision prediction can now be performed only by pair-checking the vehicles and
pedestrians present in each cell with each other as well as with vehicles in the adjacent
neighboring cells. Duplicate cell-to-cell pairs are also avoided. When the cell width and height are
both chosen equal to wmax, and assuming the road users (N) are evenly distributed among the r
number of cells in the city (N/r road-users in each cell area), the number of pair-checks for the
whole city is reduced to:
PC

city

 9N

2

2r  N 2

(7)
This equation shows that the computation load is directly related to the number of road users
and inversely related to the city size. Compared to N ( N  1 ) 2 , eq. 7 results in more than 97%
reduction in pair-checks. It only takes N  5 r iterations, that is O(n), to group the road users into
cell areas and traverse the neighboring cells.
After this step, each cell together with its adjacent neighbors (a ‘cell-group’) shape an
independent data unit. The pair-checking of road users within each cell-group can be done in
isolation from other cell-groups. Therefore, to further reduce the total execution time, tier1
distributes the cell-group records among n independent parallel processes of tier2. Each tier2
process performs pair-checking and collision prediction on the collection of cell-groups it is
responsible for. Compared to a non-parallel setup, we get
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, where s is

the execution time of the parts of the code impossible to parallelize, p is sequential execution
time of the parts that are possible to divide and parallelize, and c is the overhead time for interprocess networking [173], [46], [174]. Here, s is mainly the time spent for reading incoming
probes and dividing them into cell-groups. Value of p is the time spent to sequentially perform
pair-checks and collision predictions. Numerical estimation of s and p values is obtained from our
experiments by running the prototype. The amount of inter-process data transfer is also obtained
from experiments and the value of c is estimated accordingly.
Having the above setup, we can finally run our tests. For the sake of simplicity, the
implemented prototype is only single-process. Therefore, we evaluate the sequential execution
times by running the prototype on cloud servers several times, with varying city sizes and road
user populations. We get the average values for p and s and use them in the parallel model
outlined above to calculate the number of parallel nodes required to reduce the execution time
down to acceptable ranges. We test our prototype on Amazon Web Services (AWS) Elastic
Compute Cloud (EC2) C4.8xLarge instances. To maximize the bandwidth and minimize the
latency, it is considered that the instances are placed in the same placement group and running
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in a Virtual Private Cloud (VPC) in the same availability zone. We also maximize the TCP/IP packet
size to carry as large cell-group data chunks as possible.
Here, we summarize the results. Table 1 shows the required computation resources and their
related costs, assuming cities with different sizes, population of road users and density of road
users per km2. This table lists the maximum resources required to predict collisions and define
AMM mode switches for all road users, within a certain time limit. Table 1 shows a direct relation
of the computation load to the number of road users and an inverse relation to the city size. We
can see that if we keep the road user population constant, more densely populated cities
(implying a smaller city size) incur higher computation loads. The monthly cost of running the
road-safety system on the cloud ranges between 763 USD and 11,445 USD. However, this cost is
much less compared to the DSRC-based approach where dedicated hardware is deployed on
vehicles. To have a comparison, we consider a high density of 5,000 road users per km2 in a city of
total 5×105 road users. For the mobile cloud-based approach, it is assumed that 35% of all road
users need to upgrade their phone to an Internet-connected smartphone costing 500 USD that is
a fairly expensive assumption. Therefore, there is an initial one-time cost of 87,500,000 USD for
the whole city. In addition according to Table 1, the estimated cloud service cost is 10,682 USD
per month and ~128,000 USD per year for the whole city. For the conventional DSRC-based
approach, the cost of DSRC module installation is assumed only 200 USD for each road user.
Therefore, the estimated system deployment cost is 100,000,000 USD for the whole city. This
deployment cost subtracted by the initial cost of a cloud-based approach is ~1.0×102 times more
than the annual cloud service cost, equivalent to the cost of running the cloud-based road safety
for around 100 years. It should be also mentioned that there are several shared tenancy and
dedicated hosting providers (e.g., Dediserv, Rackspace) on the market providing similar or better
performance/cost ratio, and in addition cloud hosting prices are expected to keep dropping.
Summary: This subsection presented a method for evaluating practicality of MCC-based V2P
collision warning systems in terms of the cloud computation load. Our server-side prototype
experiment concluded the practicality and cost-effectiveness of running the system on
conventional cloud providers.
Table 1: Cloud computation resources and costs to meet the timeliness requirements of the system.

City Size
(km × km)

10×10

30×30

Road
Users

Maximum Resources
Required
vCPUs

Instances

Monthly
Cost
(USD)

1×104

100

1

1

763 (1)

5×104

500

7

1

763

5×105

5,000

464

14

10,682

5×10

4

55

1

1

763

5×10

5

555

82

3

2,289

1,111

493

15

11,445

5×10

4

31

1

1

763

5×10

5

312

51

2

1,526

1×106

625

313

10

7,630

1×106

40×40

Density of
Road Users
Per km2

(1) The cost of a three-year term Amazon Web Services EC2 C4.8xLarge reserved instance
is 27,488 USD, that is, 763 USD per month.
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3.1.4

Mobile network load

Considering the challenge of mobile network overhead, we need to estimate the network
capacity required to meet the network traffic of the system. Publication II evaluates the network
load caused by the road-safety system and compares it against the capacity of cellular networks.
The uplink overhead in each area (division cell) of the city is:
ULarea = ( Nped × fbeacon + Nveh × ffullrate ) × S
(8)
Where Nped is the number of pedestrians and Nveh is the number of vehicles in each area. S is
the size of each beacon message and fbeacon denotes the average frequency of P2C messaging for
pedestrians in the same area during a chosen mobility period (tmobility). The worst-case scenario
(peak) uplink network load is when P2C communication for all pedestrians is performed at the
full-rate mode all the time (fbeacon = 10 Hz). Simulation results presented in Section 3.1 show a
maximum of 4,400 vehicles traveling in each square km simultaneously during one second, and it
is assumed that a maximum of 10,000 pedestrians exist per km2 in the most dense areas
(Cologne’s average population per square km is only ~2,500). In addition, S equals 0.8 Kbit as
estimated before in Section 3.1.1. There are 100 areas per km2 as explained before. Therefore,
the peak uplink bandwidth (BW) overhead is calculated as 115.2 Mbps per square km. the uplink
overhead for each network node (e.g., a pedestrian’s or driver’s smartphone) is ULnode = fbeacon × S
and therefore its peak value is a small BW of 8 Kbps.
Furthermore, the downlink overhead in each city area is:
DLarea = ( Ncolliding × falert + Nped × fswitch ) × S
(9)
Where Ncolliding is the number of detected colliding road users within the city area per second
and falert is the frequency of sending collision alert messages from cloud to those colliding nodes
as long as the collision risk is still present. fswitch denotes the frequency of sending mode switch
messages from cloud to the nodes in the area. It is assumed that collision alert and switch
command have the same message size as the beacon message (S). Worst-case scenario (peak)
downlink load is theoretically when one mode switch command is sent in each server loop (every
0.1 s) to all pedestrians in the area (fswitch = 10 Hz). In addition, it is assumed that one collision is
anticipated every second in each area (Ncolliding = 2) and falert = 10 Hz. Therefore, peak downlink BW
overhead is calculated as 81.6 Mbps per square km. Downlink overhead for each network node is
DLnode = ( falert + fswitch ) × S and therefore its peak value is a small BW of 16 Kbps.
Table 2 summarizes the peak network load and compares it with the capacity of mobile
network infrastructure [175], [176]. Moreover, we calculate the cumulative distribution of
average uplink network load during a 2 hour morning peak traffic based on the Cologne city
mobility simulation. The distribution shows that half of city areas have less than ~0.2 Mbps uplink
overhead (20 Mbps per km2) and almost all city areas have less than 0.8 Mbps overhead (80
Mbps per km2). Therefore, a cellular network infrastructure with commercial LTE base stations is
capable of handling network load demand of the road-safety system.
Summary: In this subsection, we evaluated practicality of MCC-based V2P collision warning
systems in terms of mobile network load. Evaluation of communication overhead (estimation of
network load) shows that it is feasible to run the system on conventional cellular networks.
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Table 2: Mobile network load of the collision warning system

Communication
direction

Network load
evaluated for

Peak additional
traffic caused by the
road-safety system

Individual user

8 Kbps

Square km

115.2 Mbps

Individual user

16 Kbps

Square km

81.6 Mbps

Capacity of the
cellular network
per square km
(peak)

1000 Mbps (1)

Uplink

2000 Mbps (1)

Downlink

(1) Assuming a density of 20 base stations per square km [175], [176]
and using the LTE user equipment category 3 (LTE CAT 3).

3.2 Mode choice, modal shift computation and estimation of changes
As stated in RQ2, we need to answer, how to use smartphone data to compute alternative trips
and explore the extent of potential time-relevant modal shifts for daily urban trips. To answer
these questions, we needed a proof-of-concept modal shift analysis framework capable of
analyzing the travel data collected by smartphones. In this framework, we need to first compute
low-carbon alternative trips, then compare them to observed trips to estimate potential changes
and identify potential modal shifts, and finally provide insights on the extent and variation of
potential modal shift parameters, from several temporal and spatial aspects. After implementing
the proof-of-concept, we use data of a target case study region (Helsinki metropolitan region) to
present examples of exploratory analysis and implications for policy and planning decisions. It
should be mentioned that the developments and contributions summarized here are applicable
to the field beyond the case study application. The analysis results presented in this section are
examples to demonstrate the usefulness of the proposed framework. Parameters to be explored
are not limited to the ones presented here as the analysis of other parameters could be added to
the open source framework if needed. In addition, the numerical results would differ from city to
city and depending on the quantity and diversity of the collected data. Better travel data will
result in a more accurate analysis. What remain the same are the point of view and the analysis
method of this framework.
3.2.1

Modal shift analysis framework and computing alternative trips

System and data flow model:
Publication III explains an MCC-based data collection and analysis system used for exploration
of modal shift potentials. The system and data flow models are in principle similar to the ones
used above in Publication I and Publication II for the collision warning system; Longitudinal
mobility data (mainly including geolocation, speed and timestamp) is periodically collected from
phones using the same sensor fusion as in Publication I and Publication II. Minimal processing
including noise filtering and transportation mode estimation are done locally on the phone. The
data is then transmitted to the cloud server and centrally stored. Data processing, computation
and analysis of trip alternatives and modal shift potentials are done on cloud servers. The main
difference to the system model used for collision warning system arises from the fact that here,
the transmission of data from phones to the cloud (P2C communication) and the computation do
not have to be in real-time because the application is not safety related. The system works only in
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two modes; a) Sleep mode with no sensor reading, when the user is stationary (e.g. indoors, not
moving) and, b) Low-rate mode, with a constant frequency sensor reading at 0.1 Hz (every 10
seconds) when the user is moving. Here, it is necessary to always maintain a constant sensor
reading in order to achieve a minimum resolution required for the analysis part and to be able to
detect complete door-to-door trips. On the other hand, a constant low latency P2C
communication is not needed as, unlike the safety applications, the analysis performed by the
cloud is not real-time. Therefore, data is first cached on the phone and later sent to the cloud at
rather long intervals or whenever an internet connection is available similar to approaches used
in previous literature [150].
Case study arrangement for collection of travel data in a target urban region:
Before computing alternative trips and evaluating potential of modal shifts, we need to acquire
realistic high-resolution door-to-door travel data of the target region for long enough periods. For
this purpose, case studies need to be arranged where participants voluntarily install a data
collection app, allowing it to automatically and anonymously record position traces in the
background, over extensive periods of time. In this dissertation we have used the travel data
collected in Helsinki metropolitan region (HMR) from 2016 until the end of March 2019. To setup
this case study, recruitment of volunteers relied on online advertisements and social media and
included two prize lotteries. There were in total 137 participants that installed the data collection
app, from which 69 participants also submitted an optional online questionnaire linked in the app
to provide information on their socio-demographic background. To preserve user privacy and
guided by the most recent EU GDPR guidelines [53], this thesis did not use methods that infer
residential and work locations from travel data or get clues about the identity of the individual
participants. No participant contact information is recorded in the database.
Collection and refining of travel data:
For data collection we used an open-source Java-based app evaluated by Rinne et al. [48]. The
app retrieves geolocation and movement data from phone sensors by using the Google’s Fused
Location Provider API and Activity Recognition API [143], [144]. As mentioned above, the app
itself performs an initial noise filtering and discards the sample points that have an estimated
locational accuracy worse than 50 meters. We implemented the required server-side
computation in Python and PostgreSQL. The source code of the framework is available online at
https://github.com/mehrdad-bm/mobility_shift. Data on the server is further processed to
distinguish single-mode trip legs, including their start and end times and origin and destination
geolocations [146], [147], [149]. The framework then detects multimodal door-to-door trips by
first sorting the legs by their departure time and then connecting the consecutive legs belonging
to the same multimodal trip, considering a maximum idle time threshold between legs [125].
Such a door-to-door trip in the Helsinki region would be for example: walk → bus → tram →
walk. Our computational framework uses these stored database records. First, a filtering process
selects only the trips viable for further analysis. This filtering aims to identify and reject the
incorrectly detected trips (e.g., erroneous or missing data). Correctly recorded urban trips are
assumed to have an average trip speed >3 km/h (larger than minimum walk speed) and < 150
km/h (smaller than max city train speed), as also similarly considered in previous literature [147].
In addition, the filtering process discards non-stop circular trips, such as running exercises, where
the trips starts and ends at the same geolocation. The worst case locational resolution of travel
data is estimated as follows. As the app performs a constant sensor reading at 0.1 Hz (every 10
seconds), vehicle position data is collected at worse every 333 meters assuming a maximum
urban speed of 120 km/h. Similarly, the worst locational resolution for bike is 83 meters assuming
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a maximum cycling speed of 30 km/h, and for pedestrian 35 meters assuming a maximum walk
speed of 12 km/h. These resolutions are adequate for the purpose of computation and analysis.
Summary of collected case study data:
After refining the recorded travel data, the database contained more than 28,000 observed
door-to-door trips, amounting to a total of more than 10,000 person-days. The following
numbers and figures show the aggregate statistics of the data sample, for validation purposes.
Age and income distribution of the study participants in relation to that of the whole HMR [177],
show the dominance of middle-aged participants, although there were participants in other age
groups. We see that the trips have been recorded throughout all months of the year and all days
of each month. Two relative peaks are seen in April and May as a result of a focused three-month
promotion pilot in 2017. Figure 10.a also shows the observed trips per departure hour during the
day, aligning with the usual morning and afternoon rush hours. Figure 10.b shows the range of
traveled distances per trip, with a distribution pattern generally seen in cities. We also see that
there is on average 76 days recorded per participant. Figure 10.c illustrates the spatial
distribution of the observed trips throughout the region. The map shows the lower trip
origin/destination densities with blue color and the higher densities with red color. The collected
data has a good spatial coverage across the HMR, as trip origins and destinations are spread
around the adequate land use such as housing and commercial areas.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 10: Overview of case study travel data. (Background map copyright of OpenStreetMap, under ODbL)

Computing alternative trips:
Now that we have a reference travel data (observed trips and trajectories) of our target region,
next step is to compute alternative trips with transportation modes that would result in lower
carbon emission. This process is explained in Publication III and summarized as follows. The
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framework computes alternative trips with different low-carbon transport modes for all the
observed door-to-door trips. The framework computes the trips with the same start time, date,
origin, and destination as the original trip, but with the target alternative modes. For this
purpose, we use OpenTripPlanner (OTP), a recognized open-source journey planning software
[47] as explained before in 2.3.2, together with the city’s open-data that includes the PT routes
and schedules. With this approach, we make sure that the computed potential alternative trips
are actually possible. The modes that are considered an alternative to car driving are PT
(commuter train, metro, bus, and tram), bike, and walk, while the computed alternative trip can
also be multimodal (e.g., walk → bus → train → walk). For access–egress legs to/from PT stops,
we assume a maximum of 1 km walking distance. The computational framework uses HTTP
protocol with Representational State Transfer (REST) to send the trip routing requests to the OTP
server designated for the Helsinki region [178]. OTP returns data of the computed door-to-door
trip for each requested transport mode, including all its trip legs, with geolocations and
timestamps. The returned data is stored for further quantification in the next steps.
Quantifying attributes of observed and alternative trips:
Having the observed and computed trips, the framework estimates per-leg and per-trip
traveled distances, travel times, and carbon emissions for both group of trips. Travel time is
calculated by subtracting departure/arrival times. Traveled distance is estimated by summing up
the lengths of segments between consecutive GPS points along the leg. Next, carbon emission is
estimated based on the traveled distance, and the average carbon emission and passenger
occupancy of each mode. Emission per trip leg of a traveler (eleg) is calculated as:
eleg = dleg × evkt ÷ o
(10)
where dleg is the distance traveled along the leg; evkt is the tailpipe emission per vehicle-km
traveled (vkt) depending on the transport mode; and o is passenger occupancy, i.e., average
passengers per vehicle depending on the mode [179]. Values of evkt and o can vary among cities
depending on transport vehicles and passenger volume. For our case study region, we get the
values of evkt and o from the local statistics of Finland provided by LIPASTO Unit Emissions
Database [180]. According to this source, evkt of tram, metro, and city-train is zero. On average
there are o = 1.7 passengers in each private car and o = 18 passengers on each city bus based on
the 2016 statistics. Vehicle emission is evkt = 151 g-CO2/km for a private car and evkt = 939 gCO2/km for a city bus.
As an example, the following Table 3 shows the result of observing a door-to-door car trip and
computing its alternative trip with PT. The trip’s origin is in the Kallio neighborhood in Helsinki,
and the destination is in the Tuomarila neighborhood in Espoo, while departure time is 21:00 and
date is Wednesday, 9 August 2017. From this example, one can conclude that the computed PT
alternative has almost the same travel time as traveling by car.
Table 3: Example of an observed car trip and its computed alternative trip in the Helsinki metropolitan region.
Trip legs

Observed trip

Computed
alternative trip
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Walk→Car→Walk

Walk→Bus→Walk→Train→Walk

Total

Total distance

Duration traveled

Distance traveled

duration

(km)

by each mode

by each mode (km)

Car: 00:41:03

Car: 19.78

Walk: 00:02:40

Walk: 0.12

Bus: 00:11:00

Bus: 2.9

Train: 00:19:00

Train: 14.9

Walk: 00:15:28

Walk: 0.7

00:43:43

00:45:28

19.9

18.5
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3.2.2

Extent and variation of potential of low-carbon alternatives and related changes

Now that the computation has been developed, here we explain the steps to take with the
framework to explore the modal shift potentials and extent of changes. As explained before, we
have used the HMR case study travel data to test the framework.
At this step, we compare the computed alternative trips with the observed trips to understand
the changes that would occur after modal shifts. If the traveler changes transportation modes,
naturally, trip attributes such as travel time, emission and physically active distance would
change due to the changes in modes and/or travel distance compared to the observed trips. The
framework calculates these differences to get an estimation of travel time decrease/increase,
emission reductions, and increased physically active travel distances.
Next, we need to identify which computed alternatives could be considered as potential
options for a modal shift. As reducing carbon emission is the main goal of a modal shift here, we
select only those alternatives that show to reduce carbon emission compared to the original
observed trips. For many observed trips, multiple lower-carbon alternative modes are possible. In
addition, we would ideally need to take into account the weather condition and its influence on
physically active travel. When planning their daily activity, adverse weather conditions can
negatively influence low-carbon mode choices of travelers. For this purpose, Publication IV
considers the average daily temperature and total daily precipitation to filter the alternative bike
trips. As one of the evaluation criteria, the computation discards bike alternatives on days with
the average temperature below 10 °C, as well as days with the total precipitation more than 5
mm. These values can be adjusted based on the case study region, also by evaluating the
distribution of previously observed mode choices in relation to historical weather data. Real-time
hourly weather information for the case study region is retrieved from the open data portal of
the Finnish Meteorological Institute (FMI) [181] and then aggregated per day.
As explained in detail in Publication IV, applying the above method to the HMR travel data
showed that, among the 14,500 observed car trips, 14,000 have a lower-carbon alternative with
PT and 5,900 have a lower-carbon alternative with bike, regardless of travel time changes. Among
the PT alternative modes, 67% are bus, 10% metro, 3% city train, 2% tram, and 18% composed of
multiple PT modes. In addition, Figure 11 shows the possible influence of weather context on
modal shifts to bike. The bike trips seen for temperatures of less than 10°C and precipitation of
more than 5 mm represent the currently observed bike trips only, not the computed potential
alternatives.

(a)

(b)

Figure 11: Potential mode choices per day after modal shifts from car to bike, in relation to (a) Average daily
temperature and (b) Precipitation per day.
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Changes in travel-time, emission and physically active travel:
For understanding the potential for modal shift, one may need to know the extent and
variation of changes in travel-time, emission and physically active travel as a result of potential
modal shifts. Publication IV computes these values per-trip and illustrates the results. For
instance, Figure 12 illustrates the changes in travel time based on the HMR travel data. The figure
shows that for some trips, biking or taking PT is as fast as driving a car, and thus the travel time
difference is closer to zero. There are also cases where PT or biking is faster than car driving and
thus the travel time difference is negative. In addition to changes in travel-time, the framework
estimates the range of changes in carbon emission and physically active travel. Emission
reduction per trip ranges from 0.1 to 2.0 CO2 kg depending on the trip. The changes in the
physically active distance is limited to a maximum of 2.5 km for PT alternatives, the reason being
that in most PT trips the physically active distance is the access/egress walk to the PT stop, with
some cases having walk legs between the intermediate stops. On the other hand, when shifting
from car to biking, the physically active distance would increase up to 20 km as the whole trip
would be traveled with a bike.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 12: Per-trip changes in travel time after a potential shift from the observed car trip (a) to PT, (b) to
bike, and (c) to walk.

Continuing with the framework to answer RQ2, we also need to know how emission and
physically active travel relate to the changes in travel-time. The results presented in Publication
IV show that as expected, the general trend of travel-time change is upward with the larger
emission reductions brought by the alternatives. The larger emission reductions brought by
alternatives imply larger observed car emissions that in turn imply longer travel distances being
replaced by lower-carbon alternatives.
Influence of travel time threshold variance:
Next, we also need to take into account the limited travel time budget of travelers while
exploring potential of lower-carbon alternatives [38], [39]. It is usually the case that travelers
would prefer not to increase their travel time when shifting from car. For this reason, the change
in travel time is considered case by case by comparing the computed lower-carbon trip to the
observed trip. Some previous works accept only zero or a small threshold (e.g., maximum three
minutes) in travel time increase for an alternative to be considered [59], [112]. However, this
research extends previous efforts by first disregarding the fixed threshold condition and
evaluating all lower-carbon alternatives, comparing the associated travel time change in relation
to emission reduction and increased physically active distance. Time change is presented as the
amount of increased/decreased travel time in minutes that would result from the potential
modal shift. Publication IV presents the extent and variability of changes in the above three
parameters. Furthermore, we can classify the alternative trips into “feasible” and “non-feasible”
according to their associated travel time change. Potential alternative trips are considered
feasible when the travel time increase is not more than an assumed threshold value. The non44
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feasible modal shifts are ignored. We pick a range of values for this time-increase threshold
variable (e.g. from 5 minutes to 30 minutes), and evaluate the outcomes. Figure 13 is an example
illustration of the extent of modal shifts, and the extent of the resulting changes in travel-time,
carbon emission and physically active travel.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 13: Potential low-carbon alternatives depending on the time-increase threshold: a) total possible
modal shifts, b) total emission reduction, c) total increase in physically active travel.

3.2.3

Extent and variation of other metrics for understanding modal shift potentials

Results of the HMR case study show that, around 63% of PT alternative trips include no transfers,
33% one transfer, 4% two transfers, and less than 1% three transfers. When shifting from car to
PT, in many cases, the traveler should wait some extra minutes before starting to walk from the
origin to the PT stop. Therefore, the departure time is postponed compared to the observed car
trip. The cumulative distribution of such departure time shifts shows that with 75% of PT
alternative trips, the departure time shift would be less than 13 minutes.
Publication III reviews the factor of spatial coverage by showing the percentage of potential
modal shifts in relation to travel distance, however assuming no travel-time increase. As
expected, there are more alternatives for shorter distance car trips. Publication IV reviews the
factor of spatial coverage considering varying travel-time increases, by showing the origindestination (OD) distance in relation to the travel-time threshold as well as illustrating the trips
on the region map. The wider spatial coverage of alternatives with the larger time thresholds is
seen in Figure 14.a as well as on the region map of Figure 15. As shown in Figure 14.b, it is
interesting to see that bike and walk alternatives tend to have a travel distance on average
shorter than the observed car trips, while PT alternatives on average have a longer travel
distance.

(a)

(b)

Figure 14: a) Potential distance coverage of alternatives, i.e. the mean origin-destination distance of the
observed car trips that have a potential alternative. b) Comparing travel distances of computed
alternatives versus the observed car trips.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 15: Potential modal shifts illustrated as weighted OD lines on the region map: a) Car to walk; (b) Car
to bike; c) Car to PT. (background map copyright of OpenStreetMap, under ODbL)

Having the framework, one could also focus only on ideal cases where the modal shift causes
almost no travel-time increase, for example by considering a threshold of only 3 minutes. In
addition to modal shifts from car to PT, bike and walk, Publication III explores potential of modal
shifts away from PT trips in order to further reduce carbon emission. Figure 16 provides an
example illustration. Among the 4,012 observed PT trips, 20% have a lower-carbon alternative
without compromising on travel time. Majority of such cases are bus trips that could be
substituted with bike, in addition to some bus to rail-based and tram to bike modal shifts.

Figure 16: Non-car trips that have lower-carbon time-relevant alternatives.
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The computational framework also enables evaluating modal shifts per traveler. Publication III
presents per-traveler values based on the HMR case study for modal shifts with almost no travel
time increase. Figure 17 provides an example illustration of such per-traveler evaluation.

(a)

(b)

Figure 17: Range and distribution of per-traveler potentials of time-relevant low-carbon modal shifts.

3.2.4

Discussion

The proposed framework can show the extent of potential modal shifts in terms of the
percentage of trips as well as changes in trip characteristics. In comparison to previous works, our
computational framework illustrates the changes in travel time in relation to the potential
reductions in emissions and increases in physically active travel, as well as daily weather
conditions. With few changes, the computational framework would be applicable to other cities,
bringing possibly different quantitative results. Publication III and Publication IV discuss
usefulness of understanding the modal shift potentials for decisions regarding the transition to
sustainable urban mobility systems. We discussed the implications of the analysis results for
policy and planning across spatial, temporal, macroscopic and microscopic viewpoints. In this
regard, the decisions to be made, concern city-level or neighborhood-level improvements to the
transport system. In particular, the provided numerical estimations and visual representations of
origin-destinations, travel time, and mode choice percentages are essential for initiating
discussions across a range of stakeholders responsible for enabling transition to a sustainable
mobility system. In particular, more summative and aggregate values are useful for discussions
around regional policies. In addition, viewing the values for particular trip characteristics can
support decision-making about street design or mobility service and behavioral change
experiments. Examples of large-scale policy measures include the ongoing discussion about road
pricing in the Helsinki Metropolitan Region (HMR), and the already implemented changes in
public transport tariff zones, where computing the potential for modal shifts can play an
important role in identifying the potential demand for low-carbon and non-priced modes such as
cycling. On a smaller scale, focusing on certain city areas to identify a potential for modal shifts
can inform parking pricing and supply choices, or inform prioritization for cycling lane
improvements. Having in mind the recent developments, such as the bike-sharing scheme that
has been also implemented in central parts of the HMR, understanding potential for modal shifts
can inform decision-making related to an expansion strategy and choosing locations for bikesharing stations. In addition, in addition to conventional street design measures, identifying the
potential for cycling can inform other mobility management measures, such as incentives
provided by workplaces. For example, a slightly longer commute by bike may also need additional
time for taking a shower at arrival, but this would also encourage providing shower services at
the workplace. Similarly, the potential for cycling can inform decisions regarding financial
incentives for purchasing e-bikes.
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3.3 Lessons learned and future work
1. Reflection on the research objectives
Reflecting on the original research questions of this dissertation (RQ1 and RQ2), it can be
concluded that it is practical to use a mobile-based V2P collision warning system with
smartphones rather than with dedicated devices and dedicated communication. However, such
road safety systems would still face challenges particularly in terms of smartphone battery
lifetime. Nevertheless, we realized that the road safety system benefits from the situationadaptive beaconing. This approach can considerably improve the power efficiency and battery
lifetime, although the improvements depend on the target region, traffic situation, and traveler’s
daily travel-time and mobility habits. For example, the battery lifetime remains a challenge in
some city areas, such as the busy main roads and for some users with long durations of daily
travel-time. On the other hand, it was interesting to realize that the road safety system faces
fewer challenges in terms of cloud computing resources and network load. Considering its cloud
computing costs, long-term running of the road safety system is quite affordable. In addition,
even the peak network overhead is reasonable and relatively small compared to other
applications and considering the available capacity of mobile networks. Finally, the methods for
practicality evaluation, presented in this dissertation, can be used for system implementation
feasibility studies, and remain as a useful tool for further developments. In case of the modal
shift analysis, as the recent publications in the field show, smartphone-based data collection and
analysis is still a developing research field for which researchers are discussing the potentials and
challenges.
2. Human factors and user perspective
The issue of false positives could be a challenge in designing the user interaction for collision
warning systems. For instance, some pedestrians could walk along the streets for several
minutes. In this case, the system correctly keeps those people’s phones in full-rate messaging.
However, it is challenging to know when they intend to cross the street to determine if it makes
sense to send alters. Questions arise, for example, whether a pedestrian’s heading vector is a
sufficient indicator for preventing false alters. In addition, pedestrians could occasionally tilt from
left to right while not necessarily intending to cross the street. In this respect, the more recent
works have evaluated the false negative and false positives in the system [182] and have applied
various algorithms to reduce unnecessary alerts [67]. Furthermore, future research could use the
MCC model while benefiting from the availability of road network data through OSM maps and
check the road location versus the person’s location. For example, the system could add an
additional condition for activating the full-rate mode or sending alarms only when the person-toroad distance is less than 2 x 5 = 10 meters, with 5 meters being the average inaccuracy of GPS
sensing.
As expected, there were challenges during the recruitment of participants for the Helsinki
Metropolitan Region (HMR) data collection in spite of the widespread usage of smartphone apps.
As mentioned in Section 3, a total of 69 out of the 137 participants submitted the optional online
questionnaire. The questionnaire results show that participants came from various residential
locations throughout the city, and from all income categories. On the other hand, there were
disparities in age and gender profiles. Wider and more diverse recruitment of participants can be
achieved in future experiments using more systematic but also more resource-intensive methods.
To reach further steps towards low-carbon mode choices, the modal shift analysis framework
could be integrated with web-based and app-based persuasive methods that utilize personalized
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feedback and gamification [30], [183]. For example, the computed alternatives, when having
almost equal or reduced travel time, could be recommended to travelers in a way that using
public transport and bike are gradually perceived as better choices not only because of emission
reductions or physical activity benefits but also as competitors to private cars in terms of travel
time.
3. Computing alternative trips in relation to mode choice
As discussed in Section 3.2, the low-carbon alternative trips should be computed to match the
origin, destination and departure time of the actual observed trips. In this thesis, to infer
observed door-to-door trips from the position data, we assumed a minimum 10 minutes of idle
time as a threshold to identify the trip start/end, as related to typical waiting times at public
transport transfer stops based on the high-quality public transport network of the target region
(HMR). While similar assumptions have been used before in [125], travelers in some other cities
might need to wait longer than 10 minutes for a bus or train. For this reason, future work could
test slightly lower or higher threshold values and compare the identified door-to-door trips
accordingly.
Regarding computing alternative bike trips, additional factors such as wind and vertical
geometry could offer potential directions for future development. In addition, further local
studies are needed to identify the temperature and precipitation threshold values affecting the
decision to cycle for travelers in the target region. Regarding computing alternative PT trips,
although the OTP-computed public transport trip paths and their estimated travel distances
provide a very good accuracy, there is a challenge of travel time estimation. Travel times could
vary depending on traffic conditions at the time of the intended trip. Future work could use
traffic volume data to estimate variations in travel times depending on factors such as the time of
day, the day of week or the season.
To estimate a trip’s carbon emissions, we have assumed the carbon footprint of electric public
transport (i.e., tram, metro and city train) to be zero, as tailpipe emissions. However, this
assumption is not accurate if we consider the whole lifecycle of electricity production. Future
development should focus on computing CO2 emissions of electric public transport vehicles by
knowing the average power consumption (kWh/km) of the vehicle (not the nominal power of the
engine) together with the average CO2 production of electricity (g/kWh) for specific regions and
depending on the source of electricity (e.g., coal, fossil fuels and solar). Moreover, for computing
passenger car emissions, due to the lack of data, we have not taken into account the percentage
of non-combustion engine vehicles. Hybrid electric vehicle (HEV), plug-in hybrid electric vehicle
(PHEV), and electric vehicle (EV) passenger cars are becoming more widespread. This would be a
future improvement to the data collection, potentially via user input. Future development could
also focus on emerging technologies, such as e-bikes and e-scooters, which could have different
implications for travel speed, travel times, and distances.
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4 Conclusion

This thesis has investigated the possibilities of employing high resolution smartphone data with a
mobile cloud computing setup, for the interrelated urban mobility challenges of pedestrian road
safety and traveler mode choices. Considering the power consumption of communication, the
limited smartphone battery capacity can result in a bottleneck when implementing
communication-based pedestrian road-safety systems. In addition, the cellular network capacity
and cloud computation power could be limiting factors as well. Furthermore, the analysis of
travel mode choices and potential modal shifts using smartphone data should consider changes
in travel times to account for the limited travel-time budget of travelers. As a result of above
challenges, practicality and usefulness of the proposed systems need to be evaluated in city scale
and, depending on traffic conditions, using realistic travel data. While the models, simulation and
experimental results presented in this thesis, depend on a number of adjustable parameters, they
provide flexibility for application in different environments.
The first research question investigated the practicality of V2P collision warning systems
developed with the available smartphones, mobile networks and cloud services, rather than
dedicated devices and dedicated communication. To answer this research question, the
practicality of the system was studied through implementing a model and a prototype, which
were evaluated using both realistic and synthesized travel data. High resolution city-wide trace
data, obtained from the realistic microscopic simulation of a target city region, was given as the
input to the model. This way, we were able to evaluate phone battery consumption depending
on the surrounding traffic, location in the city and different daily travel times. Furthermore,
having the prototype of the server-side module, we estimated the amount of cloud computing
resources (the number of virtual cores and virtual machines) needed to meet the timeliness
requirements of such safety application under different conditions, including varying city sizes
and road user populations. The analysis outlined the estimated extent and variation in three
factors of phone battery consumption, mobile network load and cloud computation load.
Evaluating the system for a selected target city region concluded that the phone battery lifetime
is practical on average, especially for areas outside the city center, although the results may vary
from city to city. The results also showed that even in the most traffic dense city areas, the
cellular network infrastructure with commercial LTE base stations is capable of handling the
additional network load of such road-safety systems.
The second research question investigated the usefulness of computing alternative trips based
on smartphone data to explore potential modal shifts for daily urban trips. The potential of modal
shifts to lower-carbon modes should be explored while accounting for travel times, emissions,
and physical activity. To answer this research question, this thesis developed a prototype for
analysis of time-relevant modal shifts based on longitudinal smartphone travel data. The
framework extracts door-to-door trips from the observed trace data, and based on them,
computes realistic alternative trips with different transportation modes. The system then
compares the computed trips with the observed trips and analyzes the extent and variation of
possible modal shifts. An experiment was arranged to collect long-term high-resolution position
data in a target city region, using an open-source mobile app that volunteers installed on their
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phones. Next, to evaluate usefulness of the framework, we gave the observed position data as
the input to the framework prototype and presented the analysis outcomes from various
spatiotemporal viewpoints. This experimental evaluation showed how the low-carbon potentials
and trip characteristics change with varying thresholds of travel-time increase. For instance, an
analysis of travel data in the Helsinki Metropolitan Region showed that a considerable fraction of
car trips could be potentially substituted with public transport or bike, while the possible
limitations on bike choices due to unpleasant weather conditions was also taken into account.
The proposed prototype is a transferable open-source framework that can be used for any target
urban region, with the core computation and visualization source-codes remaining unchanged. A
few changes might be needed in the configuration of algorithms or open-data retrieval channels.
For example, the values of emission per passenger-km could be easily edited depending on the
region. For computation of alternative trips, if a public OpenTripPlanner (OTP) web-based server
is available for the region, the current link to the OTP server could be replaced. Alternatively, a
dedicated OTP server could be setup that holds the public transport schedule information of the
target region. We also discussed the usefulness and implications of such mode choice analysis for
decision support in transportation and urban planning.
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